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Abstract 
 

While most Ugandans remember that Idi Amin was ousted in a war fought by 

forces of the NRM led by Yoweri Museveni, the healer and python medium Sekyoka 

Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota, describes a different war, fought with different 

forces, asking “Was this a war only of guns, not of spirits?” Her question draws attention 

to an expansive history of land-based mediumship and healing in the Lubigi wetland on 

the outskirts of Kampala. The forgotten history of this ecologically and socially marginal 

location reframes and redefines power in Uganda over the long term. 

Nalubega’s story demonstrates the enduring role of place and particularly 

territorial spirits, misambwa, in the history of Buganda and Uganda. This work follows 

the history of the spiritual being, Bemba, who takes the shape of a python resident in 

Lubigi, from the mythic origins of the kingdom, through anticolonial and postcolonial 

conflict, to the present and the future. Sekyoya Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota and 

other mediums associated with Lubigi stress the critical importance of land in spiritual 

practice in conversation at their homes and at their shrines. Along with this, they assert 

that power in the kingdom is more often than not a product of the work of spirit 

mediums.  

Lubigi’s spiritual and ecological past emerges from ethnographic interviews 

conducted in 2018 and 2019 with residents of Lubigi and spirit mediums in 

conversation with previously published scholarship on lacustrine spirituality in and on 

Nalubaale.1 In an ecosystem that exists between land and water, interactions between 

individual humans, non-humans, and the landscape take on an in between, mediating 

                                                   
1 The historical name for Lake Victoria  
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quality. In its contemporary form, the Lubigi wetland is a liberatory space for those 

seeking to live outside the confines of a capitalism increasingly defined by shortages. In 

its historic form, Lubigi was a center of land-based spiritual practice and mediation that 

was largely forgotten in the face of Christianization, colonization, and land shortages in 

the Buganda Kingdom. 
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Preface 
 
 I first visited the Lubigi wetland in April of 2108. At the time, I was seeking to 

document the history of human settlement in the wetland. Through a series of 

interviews where I sought out other community members who had lived in the wetland 

in the more distant past, I was led to Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota, a 

public healer and spirit medium who practiced in the Lubigi wetland for almost 30 

years. Our initial conversation in April of 2018 reoriented the direction and scope of my 

research. From that conversation, a story of spiritual geography, power, mediumship, 

and the past became visible. With this information I returned to Kampala in January of 

2019 with History Department funding to continue conducting interviews with 

mediums surrounding the history and importance of spiritual practice in the Lubigi 

wetland. Those interviews, translated with a supplementary grant from the History 

Department, gave me access to perspectives not available in any published sources on 

Ugandan history, and enabled me to revise the prevailing theory of Ganda spirit 

mediumship, proposed by Kodesh and Schoenbrun. Following the advice of Professor 

Hanson and other scholars of Uganda I have consulted as I worked on the project, I plan 

to submit a revised version of this thesis to the Journal of African History before 

graduation at the end of May.  
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 Notes on Language 
 

1. Luganda is a Bantu language. In Bantu languages nouns are assigned classes, and 

plural and singular words are marked with prefixes based on their class. To 

pluralize a word like musambwa (territorial spirit), the word would not becomes 

musambwas but rather misambwa, the word kabaka (king) becomes 

bassekabaka, muzimu (ancestral spirit) becomes mizimu.  

2. While Lubigi is classified scientifically as a freshwater tropical wetland, not a 

swamp, the word swamp is often used colloquially in Luganda-English 

translations in this work. With this, the words wetland and swamp are used 

interchangeably in talking about Lubigi.  
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Introduction

 
 

Natural systems in wetlands are cyclical and so are human systems of power. 

Wetlands are ecologically complex, with small changes impacting their functioning. 

They are spaces of ecological balance, where other-than-human-beings adapt to an 

environment that is both terrestrial and aquatic. The Lubigi wetland, on the edge of 

Kampala, Uganda, is unremarkable in this sense. It functions just as any other wetland 

of its kind would, in continuous cycles. The wetland is made remarkable by the ways in 

which human and spiritual history has mirrored the cyclical nature of the landscape. As 

periods of wet and dry alter Lubigi’s landscape again and again, gendered spiritual 

power plays out in what Edward Steinhart calls a “cycle of eternal struggle, a dialectic of 

power rooted in gender and opposing forms of political authority.”1 

 In Uganda, the work of spirit mediums, especially mediums who are women, and 

the importance of wetlands as spiritual and ecological spaces, has been discredited and 

forgotten through processes of colonization, Christianization, conservation, and 

historical interpretation that has emphasized the power of kings. This forgetting is ever 

present in Lubigi, as a rich history of spiritual power and mediumship has been 

obscured by a range of powerful voices that sought  to diminish the strength and 

importance of this power. This same sort of forgetting exists within an ecological 

context, as contemporary government sponsored infrastructure projects fragment and 

degrade the land that is Lubigi.  The wetlands and the spiritual forces that exist on 

Nalubaale (Lake Victoria) are in a space that is beyond normal life and in between the 

                                                   
1 Edward Steinhart, “The Resurrection of the Spirits: Archaeology, Oral History, and the Bacwezi at 
Munsa,” The Uganda Journal 48, no. 48 (2002): 78.  
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habits of thought that sort reality into categories. The other-than-human-beings that 

occupy Lubigi, such as lungfish and pythons, move with ease between the land and the 

water. Spirit mediums have been moved to the margins of society by colonial and post-

colonial policy. Bemba Musota, the spiritual force that occupies Lubigi, has been 

demonized and decentered through restructuring of origin stories. A political heritage of 

complex, complementary, and gendered power has long been ignored and diminished 

by the colonial and post colonial state. These spaces beyond and between characterize 

what Lubigi is and has been, pushing its story outside of the view of scholars of the 

Buganda Kingdom and Uganda.  

Over the past decades, a number of scholars have pieced together parts of the 

puzzle that is the history of spirituality and power in East Africa. Steven Feierman’s 

pioneering work on spirit mediums argues that public healing, undertaken by spirit 

mediums, was a critical strategy in maintaining well being in East African societies.2 

Holly Hanson found evidence of a gendered division of power inscribed on the 

landscape.3 Benjamin Ray and Christopher Wrigley identified the 18th century as a time 

significant reordering of the Buganda Kingdom through reinterpreting dynastic 

traditions.4  Neil Kodesh and David Schonbrun have written extensively on the 

relationship between mediumship and place in the Buganda Kingdom, providing an 

                                                   
2 See: Steven Feierman, “Reciprocity and Assistance in Precolonial Africa,” in Philanthropy in the World’s 
Traditions (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1998), 3–24, Steven Feierman, 
“Healing as Social Criticism in the Time of Colonial Conquest,” African Studies 54, no. 195 (1995): 73–88, 
Steven Feierman, “Colonizers, Scholars, and the Creation of Invisible Histories,” in Beyond the Cultural 
Turn: New Directions in the Study of Society and Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 
182–216. 
3 See: Holly Elizabeth. Hanson, Landed Obligation: The Practice of Power in Buganda, Social History of 
Africa (New Hampshire, Heinemann, 2003), Holly Hanson, “Mapping Conflict: Heterarchy and 
Accountability in the Ancient Capital of Buganda,” The Journal of African History 50, no. 2 (2009): 179–
202. 
4 See: Benjamin Ray, Myth, Ritual, and Kingship in Buganda (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 
Christopher Wrigley, Kingship and State (Cambridge: University of Cambridge, 1996). 
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enormous deal of clarity to the relationship between healing and clan formation.5  The 

ethnomusicologist Peter Hoesing’s scholarship on the relationship between healing, 

music and the environment has drawn attention to spirit mediumship,6  and 

anthropologist Jennifer Lee Johnson has examined the relationship between gender, 

social relations, and ecological process on the shores of Lake Victoria. 7 This body of 

literature illuminates the complex systems that make up power in the Buganda 

Kingdom. But the connection between power, spirituality, gender, and place as it exists 

in Lubigi and on the shores of Nalubaale has not yet been explored.  

This work will attempt, to at least begin, to argue for the enduring role of place 

and particularly territorial spirits, misambwa, in the history of Buganda and Uganda. 

The temporal scope of this work stretches from a Buganda Kingdom origin story to time 

beyond the contemporary period. This is because the story of Lubigi is a story of 

compounded action and inaction by multiple actors, who are often in conflict.  In 

conversations with mediums associated with Lubigi, they stressed to me the critical 

importance of land in spiritual practice. Along with this, they made it clear that power in 

the kingdom is more often than not a product of the work of spirit mediums.  

                                                   
5See: Neil Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia Press, 2010), Neil Kodesh, “Networks of Knowledge: Clanship and Collective Well-
Being,” The Journal of African History 49, no. 2 (2008): 197–216, David Schoenbrun, “Pythons Worked: 
Constellating Communities of Practice with Conceptual Metaphor in Northern Lake Victoria, ca. A.D. 800 
to 1200,” in Knowledge in Motion: Constellations of Learning Across Time and Space, ed. Andrew 
Roddrick and Ann Brower Stahl (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2016), 216–46. 
6 See: Peter Hoesing, “Kusamira: Singing Rituals of Wellness in Southern Uganda,” African Music 9, no. 2 
(2012): 94–127, Peter Hoesing, “Sound and the Social Aesthetics of Religious Pluralism in Southern 
Uganda,” Nova Religio: The Journal of Alternative and Emergent Religions 21, no. 1 (2017): 31–59, Peter 
J Hoesing, “Nabuzaana Omunozzi w’Eddagala: Hearing Kiganda Ecology in the Music of Kusamira Ritual 
Healing Repertories,” History in Africa 45 (2018): 347–71. 
7 See: Jennifer Johnson, “Fish, Family, and the Gendered Politics of Descent Along Uganda’s Southern 
Littorals,” History in Africa 45 (2018): 445–71, Jennifer Johnson, “Eating and Existence on an Island in 
Southern Uganda,” Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa, and The Middle East, no. 37 (May 2017): 
2–23. 
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Lubigi exists in many forms at different moments in history. In Chapter 1 I will 

argue that its contemporary form looks radically different than its historic form, but that 

its shape today provides a uniquely liberated prosperity to those who live on the land. In 

Chapters 2 and 3, I will move back in time, showing how Lubigi was the center of 

spiritual power in the Buganda Kingdom. Vested in the divine ruler Bemba Musota, 

spiritual power acted to unite the kingdom in times of crisis through the work of the 

spirit mediums such as Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota. This power sits 

parallel to the kabaka (king), representing landscapes and ideas of gender that fall far 

out of the scope of what colonizers and early scholars recognize. In Chapter 4 I will show 

how through intentional and unintentional action, this power has waned and had dire 

consequences for Buganda and Uganda in the eyes of spirit mediums. This story in its 

entirety will address how power stretches far beyond the hills from which kings rule, 

into the watery lowlands where women and the spirits that work through them reside.  
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Chapter One

 

In Lubigi There is Freedom 

Introduction  

 To view the deeper layers of what Lubigi is and has been, it is necessary to start in 

the present, on the surface. Conceptualizing a place with a historically mutable meaning 

requires viewing it from different perspectives. The physical land that encompasses 

Lubigi has been transformed and the pattern of human habitation radically altered in 

the years between 2009 and 2019. A landscape that 15 years ago was almost entirely free 

of permanent settlement is now dotted with houses and banana gardens. Lubigi in the 

present day illustrates one node of the perpetually shifting meaning of the wetland. It is 

a place both owned by the state and a place to which those trying to escape the state flee. 

It is a place where ideas about land ownership and possession are blurred. Questions of 

allegiance to the Ugandan State or the Buganda Kingdom play out in the way residents 

interact with their settlement on the land. Lubigi today acts as a place where those who 

might otherwise be forced to the fringes of society (widows, the poor) can survive, and 

even prosper in a Kampala that is increasingly marked by global capitalism.  

 Walking through Lubigi in April of 2018, I encountered permanent structures 

situated behind National Environmental Management Authority land markers.1 There 

were both small and large houses, people who lived in poverty and people who might be 

defined as middle class. There were brickmakers, nursery owners, farmers, fishermen, 

ebitoogo (papyrus)  harvesters and restaurant owners. It was the dry season, and if I had 

                                                   
1 NEMA only began marking Lubigi as government protected land in 2012, 3 years after the opening of the 
Northern Bypass  
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not had the knowledge I was walking through a wetland, I might not have known the 

kind of ecosystem I was encountering. Depending on the season, and on the year, this 

land might look entirely different. Seasonal and annual flooding patterns, while 

unpredictable, provide a steady stream of water for those with land-based livelihood 

practices in Lubigi.  

During my visit in April of 2018, the Kampala Capital City Authority had recently 

attempted to conduct an eviction in order to allow the National Environmental 

Management Authority to begin a restoration project.2 The eviction attempt was 

unsuccessful. Cycles of eviction and settlement, construction, degradation and 

restoration are significant parts of life in Lubigi, yet those who live there continue to 

return again and again.  

 

The Northern Bypass and Other Government Interventions 

To physically arrive in Lubigi, one might take a boda boda or matatu on the 

Northern Bypass, past the Hoima Road roundabout. The road people use to come into 

Lubigi is also a place of historical juncture, where the meaning of the land, and people’s 

knowing of it, is transformed. The construction of the road both fragmented the 

landscape and opened it up to settlement and degradation. A project largely funded by 

the European Union and the World Bank, the first phase of its development was 

characterized by widespread evictions, primarily in informally settled communities, with 

little work by the Kampala Capital City Authority to compensate landowners. The 

construction of the Northern Bypass also coincides with a population explosion in the 

                                                   
2 See: Zurah Nakabugo, “Lubigi Wetland Encroachers to Be Evicted next Week - Police,” The Observer - 
Uganda, accessed April 16, 2019, https://observer.ug/news/headlines/57398-lubigi-wetland-
encroachers-to-be-evicted-next-week-police.html. 
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areas surrounding Lubigi.3 The Bypass transformed Lubigi from a sparsely settled 

wetland to an open and free expanse of fertile land. The Northern Bypass was preceded 

by the construction of the Lubigi Faceal Sludge Treatment Plant in 20144 and 132kV 

power lines in 2012.5  

 Construction of The Northern Bypass began in 2003 and the road opened to 

motorists in 2009. This 21 kilometer roadway was built in an attempt to reduce traffic 

congestion between Hoima and Gayaza road.6 Funded by the European Union and built 

largely in part by Salini Impregilo, the road passes through 140,000 cubic meters of 

NEMA protected wetlands.7 The construction of this road through such a huge swath of 

protected wetlands is peculiar in conjunction with the Wetland Protection Act of 2000 

that regulates “sewage filtration, and construction of transport and communication 

facilities such as roads, railways, telephone lines.” This is of note not just because it is an 

overt contradiction, but because the same Act has been used to justify violent removal of 

poor residents of the Wetland.  

 A vast majority of Lubigi residents I interviewed in 2018 settled in the area after 

2009, when the Bypass opened up the wetland. Additionally, historical satellite imaging 

of Lubigi depicts a significant increase in settlement between 2005 and 2011, and 2011 

                                                   
3 Omagor Gideon James and Barasa Bernard, “Effects of Human Wetland Encroachment on Degradation 
of Lubigi Wetland System, Kampala City Uganda,” Environment and Ecology Research 6, no. 6 (2018). 
568.    
4 African Water Facility, Republic of Uganda: Kawempe Urban Poor Sanitation Improvement Project 
Appraisal Report, (Tunisie: African Water Facility, 2012), 4.  
5“Transmission Company to Demolish Structures Built under Power,” Daily Monitor, accessed February 
17, 2019, https://www.monitor.co.ug/News/National/Transmission-company-to-demolish-
structures/688334-2224582-14k9ws9z/index.html. 
6Sam Steward Mutabazi, “The Genisis of the Kampala Northern Bypass; Was the Project Jinxed at 
Inception” (Uganda Road Sector Support Initative, 2018). 
7“Construction of the Kampala northern bypass,” Motorways, roads, and bridges, Last modified 
September 18, 2013, https://www.salini-impregilo.com/en/projects/completed/motorways-
airports/construction-of-kamapala-northern-by-pass.html 
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and 2018.8 Twenty three percent of a sample population in a 2018 study listed 

government infrastructure projects and the primary factor in encroachment into 

Lubigi.9 A 2013 study also reported that settlement in Lubigi is concentrated along the 

Northern Bypass.10 Katalemwa Edward, one of the few lifelong residents of Lubigi noted 

that the construction of the Northern Bypass has increased the frequency  severity of 

flooding in the wetland.11  

 These government sponsored infrastructure projects, most notably the Bypass, 

have had multi-tired ecological and social impacts on the wetland. While construction of 

the road necessitated the degradation of massive swaths of wetland that will likely never 

be restored, it also created a pathway into Lubigi. Through this pathway, the poor and 

landless have been able to find community and prosperity in conditions that can be 

unpredictable. There is no mechanism for weighing the ecological cost of the road 

construction to other-than-human-beings against the tremendous impact that it has had 

on humans living on the land.  

 

 

Prosperity and Evictions  

 Lubigi is a place in which one can escape and settle in order to resist or just 

survive in a time of shortages and evictions and poverty in Kampala. In Lubigi, a family 

can have a plot and a banana garden outside of their home. Their life might be okuteeka 

                                                   
8Google Earth Satellite Imaging  
9 Gideon James and Bernard, “Effects of Human Wetland Encroachment on Degradation of Lubigi 
Wetland System, Kampala City Uganda,” 567.  
10 Aidan Mhonda, “Evaluating Flash Flood Risk Reduction Strategies in Built-up Environment in 
Kampala” (University of Twente, 2013), 32.  
11 Katalemwa Edward (resident of Lubigi), interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 
18, 2018. 
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nga ga Lubigi (as calm as the waters of Lubigi). Lubigi, at any moment, might become a 

place where their crops are destroyed and they are evicted from their home on the whim 

of the Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA) and the National Environmental 

Management Authority (NEMA) under the guise of restoration. These two contradictory 

experiences of existence characterize life in Lubigi in the present day.  

 Kampala city has expanded at a rate of six percent annually. This growth in 

addition to the legacy of misguided development projects has led to a shortage of 

affordable housing in the city. Sixty percent of Kampala residents live in informal slums, 

and housing, land tenure issues, and water security are some of the driving causes of 

urban vulnerability in the city.12 A shortage of reasonably priced land in the city has led 

to a lack of affordable housing for low-income residents, pushing them into informal 

settlements and away from formalized job opportunities.13 The Kampala Capital City 

Authority has managed informal growth through a policy of conducting evictions to 

break up settlements, as opposed to providing resources to improve living conditions.14 

This tactic further fragments communities and exacerbates the problem, as there are no 

viable formalized alternatives to slum dwelling in Kampala. Lubigi provides a solution to 

this problem. 

  

 

 

                                                   
12 Amy Richmond, Ian Myers, and Hafisa Namuli, “Urban Informality and Vulnerability: A Case Study in 
Kampala, Uganda,” Urban Science 2, no. 1 (March 2018): 22, https://doi.org/10.3390/urbansci2010022, 
4.  
13Stephen Giddings, “The Land Market in Kampala, Uganda and Its Effect on Settlement Patterns” 
(Washington, DC: International Housing Coalition, January 2009). 
14 Richmond, Myers, and Namuli, “Urban Informality and Vulnerability.” 
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Prosperity  

 It is easy to fixate on the perceived tragedy of life in Lubigi. News reporting 

focuses largely in part on violent evictions, characterizing residents of Lubigi as 

criminals and “illegals.” While eviction is a part of life on the land, existence in Lubigi 

can be, and is, one form of relief from the immense burdens of land shortages and high 

rent that exist within Kampala city center. In conversations I had during my time in 

Lubigi, people mentioned the burden of rent in Kampala city center, the ability to build 

a home, and the availability of land for cultivation as motivations to live there. 

In Lubigi, freshwater and clay to make bricks are readily available. Soil is fertile 

and rich in nutrients due to the nature of flooding and nutrient cycling in the wetland. 

Income-generating activities are readily accessible. The water and soil encourage plant 

nurseries, washing bays, fishing, and a number of other lucrative and self-directed 

livelihood practices. I conducted an interview with Mugerwa Jamada, a resident of 

Lubigi since 2014, in front of his small home.  He told me he came to Lubigi after he was 

widowed because he was having difficulty paying rent elsewhere, using the little money 

he had to purchase a home in the wetland. In Lubigi he is able to cultivate yams, 

sugarcane, and green vegetables. He does not have a land title, but an informal 

agreement that allows him to live and farm where he does. He noted that the biggest 

challenge living in Lubigi is the frogs that cry through the night.15 Nazziwa Jemel, 

another resident I spoke with, moved to Lubigi after the death of her husband because 

that is where she could find affordable land. She now owns and operates a restaurant on 

                                                   
15 Mugerwa Jamada (resident of Lubigi),  interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 18, 
2018. 
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the land, and says her greatest challenge living in Lubigi is how cold it gets at night.16 

When I asked Bossa Jane, who has lived in Lubigi since 2009, why she stays there, she 

notes: “Because it is where I can get something to eat.”17  

 The vast majority of the conversations I had in Lubigi focused on how its 

existence has provided relief to those who live there. Eviction was discussed, but never 

listed as a factor that would drive people away. In fact, most people stated that even in 

the face of eviction, they would return to their land. Lubigi has become a way out of the 

crowded slums of Kampala city center, where those who are poor, or widowed, or old, 

can create a life outside of dependence on the state, and where  food, water, and 

livelihood are readily accessible. In a city where the grip of capitalism and development 

is creating more and more scarcity, life in Lubigi provides an alternative to a life defined 

by shortages and lack, allowing for prosperity in an unconventional environment.  

 

Evictions  

 Despite the ways in which Lubigi has provided services to the poor that the 

government has not, evictions are frequent, and often violent. There are regulations on 

“brickmaking, recreational activities, cultivation, drainage, commercial exploitation of 

wetland resources, fishing, and any exploitative activity which is of a commercial or 

trade nature, such as harvesting of papyrus for commercial purposes.”18 This clause, and 

                                                   
16 Nazziwa Jemel (resident of Lubigi),  interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 18, 
2018. 
17 Bossa Jane, (resident of Lubigi),  interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 18, 2018. 
18 Section 107 of the National Environmental Act (Cap 153), The National Environment (Wetlands, River Banks 
And Lake Shores Management) Regulations, No. 3/2000 (Uganda, 2000).  
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NEMA’s attempts to “restore” the land have been justification for forced eviction and 

property destruction19 without just compensation.20  

 In February of 2018, NEMA ordered 11 villages in Lubigi to voluntarily vacate in 

21 days or risk forced removal from the land.21 In March of 2016 NEMA destroyed 300 

acres of plantation in Lubigi. The Daily Monitor reported a woman named Rehema 

Namujjuka attempted a dialogue with NEMA officials in order to save her paddy of 

yams, and a man named George “Looked on from a distance in disbelief as his tomato 

and maize garden was cut.”22 It is unclear when these cycles of eviction began, as 

Katalemwa Edward said that it has occurred more times than he can remember in his 

life, but that they have greatly increased in frequency since 2009.23 After each round of 

evictions, NEMA declares the wetland “restored.”24  

The rhetoric used by the government when discussing the cycle of eviction and 

settlement is that of a war between settlers and the land. In 2011, Flavia Lanyero of The 

Monitor wrote “Lubigi Swamp is just one in many wetlands across the country that has 

been rescued from human encroachment while many others are still under siege by 

communities.”25 This rhetorical strategy depicts the poor as violent and oppressive 

towards the land, when in actuality, NEMA and the KCCA are enacting violence towards 

                                                   
19Paul Tajuba, “Govt Orders Residents in 11 Villages to Vacate Lubigi Wetland,” Daily Monitor, accessed 
February 17, 2019, https://www.monitor.co.ug/News/National/Govt-orders-11-villages-vacate-Lubigi-
wetland-Nema/688334-4321098-e18j98z/index.html. 
20 Interview in April of 2018 
21 Tajuba, “Govt Orders Residents in 11 Villages to Vacate Lubigi Wetland.” 
22 Paul Tajuba, “Uganda: Nema Begins Lubigi Wetland Restoration,” The Monitor (Kampala), March 10, 
2016, https://allafrica.com/stories/201603100179.html. 
23 Katalemwa Edward (resident of Lubigi), interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 
18, 2018. 
24 Flavia Lanyero, “Uganda: Lubigi Wetland Restored,” The Monitor (Kampala), July 19, 2011, 
https://allafrica.com/stories/201107190242.html. 
25 Lanyero, “Lubigi Wetland Restored.” 
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the land through development projects, and towards the people on it through forced 

evictions. This cycle of evictions and “restoration” seems to be rooted in a desire to 

control a group of people who have found prosperity outside of the formalized 

boundaries of Kampala.  

 

 Power,  Ownership, and Allegiance 

In the ecological sense, wetlands are a place between. Lubigi sits at the end of the 

Mayanja river and the beginning of the Lake Victoria basin. Its role as a space of 

environmental transformation is mirrored in the shifting sources of power over the land. 

Overlapping systems of land tenure in the wetland codify conflict between the Buganda 

Kingdom and the Ugandan government on the land. This conflict is also represented in 

the people that live on the land, who are given the opportunity to choose allegiance to 

the Kabaka (the king of Buganda) or the government of Uganda in their settlement. 

Uganda law provides for four types of land tenure under the 1995 Constitution 

and the Land Act of 1998, and three of these tenure systems are practiced in the 

Buganda Kingdom. The first is freehold tenure (Kabaka’s land), which grants ownership 

of a piece of land to someone for eternity. Those who own freehold land have full power 

of ownership and can sell, rent, lease, and dispose of it for any lawful purposes. Mailo 

tenure is land that was acquired through the 1900 Buganda Agreement. This land 

belongs in full to the landlord, but the tenants on the land also have rights to the land 

and its usage. The last form of tenure, leasehold land, refers to “where one party grants 

to another the right to exclusive possession of land for a specified period, usually in 
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exchange for the payment of rent.” Leasehold land tenure can, and often does, overlap 

with customary, mailo, and freehold tenure.26 

In conversations about ownership and eviction in Lubigi, residents’ held very 

clear their understanding of the nature of their right to land. Bossa Jane has no land 

title, but has an agreement with the Kabaka that she can live on her land and is certain 

she will not be evicted because “the Kabaka does not evict his tenants.”27 Mugerwa 

Jamada says that the Kabaka and NEMA own Lubigi, but NEMA came and slashed 

peoples banana plantations and forced people to leave,” while the Kabaka did not.28 

Katalemwa Edward said that his grandfather received a land title in the 1920s from the 

Kabaka.29 No person I spoke to expressed allegiance to, or interest in, NEMA’s 

management and ownership of Lubigi. Those who live in Lubigi, even in the face of 

evictiction by NEMA, did not seem to care or be interested in NEMA’s relationship to 

the land. The land decisively belongs to the Kabaka, therefor the land belongs to all of 

them. Under this logic, people return after evictions not only because they have to, but 

because it is a right granted to them by their king. By proxy, those living on the land are 

negotiating between the Kabaka and the Ugandan government (via the KCCA) by 

simply remaining on the land they have been granted. No matter how much NEMA or 

the KCCA might want Lubigi to be free of human settlers (whether for “restoration” or 

ease of access to land for new development projects), people will remain on the land and 

resist their authority, even when that authority becomes violent or destructive.  

                                                   
26Giddings, “The Land Market in Kampala, Uganda and Its Effect on Settlement Patterns.” 
27 Bossa Jane, (resident of Lubigi),  interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 18, 2018. 
28 Mugerwa Jamada (resident of Lubigi),  interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 18, 
2018. 
29 Katalemwa Edward (resident of Lubigi), interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 
18, 2018. 
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Land titles list Lubigi as being owned by both the Kabaka Ronald Muwenda 

Mutebi II and by the Uganda Land Commission under the management of NEMA and 

the KCCA. Conflict over the land played out on a governmental level in 2010 when  

Lubaga United Contractors and Transporters Ltd applied to the Uganda Land 

Commission to lease 22 acres of wetland to build a taxi park. The Buganda Land Board 

objected, claiming they owned the title to the land that was being leased out.30 The 

Uganda Land Commission did not heed to the objection of the Buganda Land Board, 

and the taxi park was constructed. Here, the power of the state to make a rule 

outweighed the power of the kabaka to claim ownership to a piece of land, but, the 

power of people to claim their right to subsistence was stronger than the rules of the 

state.  

            Even in the wake of residents’ allegiance to the Kabaka, questions do arise 

surrounding the Kabaka’s allegiance to his tenants. Neither the Buganda Land Board 

nor the Kabaka has commented on, or defended, residents of Lubigi in the face of 

evictions. Additionally, the Kingdom has not commented on or attempted to assist in 

restoration efforts of the wetland. This silence, in conjunction with the persistence of the 

Ugandan State in efforts to remove those living in Lubigi, creates a climate where 

persistent conflict is inevitable. The fact that amid frequent resistance to a violent state 

with no protection from a supposedly benevolent landlord, some of resident’s greatests 

concerns are frogs crying at night and the cold is a testament to the  power of Lubigi as a 

prosperous home, and the power of the poor to resist marginalization.    

 

                                                   
30“Kabaka, Govt Wrangle over Lubigi Wetland,” The Observer - Uganda, accessed February 17, 2019, 
https://www.observer.ug/news-headlines/8501-kabaka-govt-wrangle-over-lubigi-wetland.. 
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Ecological Death and Lubigi 

 Lubigi as an ecological place is dying, but Lubigi as a place of unconventional 

prosperity is not.  As the ecosystem changes, humans living in it find modes of 

adaptation. A combination of human settlement and government sponsored 

infrastructure projects contribute to mass degradation and ecosystem loss. This 

ecological death is bound to livelihood practices and the environmental wellbeing of the 

Lake Victoria littoral zone. Despite this, even as the ecology of the place changes, the 

land itself remains. “Saving” Lubigi in an environmental sense requires actions that are 

in direct contradiction to present liberatory nature of the space. Practically, there is no 

real way to stop human settlement in the wetland, and morally, successful forced 

evictions of the poor living in Lubigi would displace residents who make their homes on 

the land. 

Fishing in Uganda’s wetlands produces a gross estimated 1,091,444 USD per year 

in income for those living in and around them. Crop farming in wetlands produces 

417,536 to 25 million USD per year. Wetland-adjacent communities report that yields 

from wetland farming surpassed those in non-wetland areas due to guaranteed moisture 

even during periods of drought. Grass mulching, an activity that also contributes to food 

security, produces 8.5 million USD per annum. Livestock pastures in wetlands produce 

4.24 million USD annually. The economic value of wetland papyrus for both sale and 

personal use was valued at 15 million USD annually.31 Outside of the usefulness of the 

land, Lubigi is essentially “free” to those living there, and livelihood practices are vital to 

the kinds of prosperity those living on the land experience. 

                                                   
31 Willy Kakuru, Nelson Turyahabwe, and Johnny Mugisha, “Total Economic Value of Wetlands Products 
and Services in Uganda,” Research article, The Scientific World Journal, 2013, 
https://doi.org/10.1155/2013/192656. 
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As of 2009, 75 percent of wetlands in the Lake Victoria basin have been 

degraded.32 Between 2002 and 2010, the land area of Kampala’s eight largest wetlands 

decreased by 50 percent and it is estimated that 56 percent of Kampala’s original 

wetlands have been modified.33  Situated between the Central Cattle Corridor and Lake 

Victoria, Lubigi acts as an integral part of the broader Lake Victoria littoral ecosystem.34  

Wetland ecosystems like Lubigi serve a number of important environmental functions. 

They maintain the water table, prevent erosion, control flooding, regulate 

microclimates, retain toxins, trap sediment, and perform critical water purification 

processes.35 One of the more notable water purification functions of wetland ecosystems 

is nitrogen filtering. As nitrogen moves via fertilizers and manure from highlands in to 

lakeside wetlands, the water in which it travels  is caught and filtered before being let 

out into large bodies of freshwater. When this function disappears, and nitrogen is 

allowed to pass through into lakes, harmful algal blooms form36. These algal blooms 

create conditions of hypoxia and anoxia (low and no oxygen below the surface of the 

water). Hypoxic conditions cause immediate mass fish death, long term species 

weakening, and long term changes in ecology.37 

In a conversation in April of 2018, Katalemwa Edward, one of the few long-term 

residents of Lubigi, noted that “the government is technically in charge of Lubigi, but 

                                                   
32Samuel Mwakubo and Gideon Obare, “Vulnerability, Livelihood Assets and Institutional Dynamics in 
the Management of Wetlands in Lake Victoria Watershed Basin,” Wetlands Ecology and Management 17, 
no. 6 (December 1, 2009): 613–26. 
33 Annika McGinnis and Fredrick Mugira, “Swamp City: How Urbanization Destroyed a Critical Kampala 
Wetland and Why It Matters",” The East African, February 3, 2018. 
34Tajuba, “Govt Orders Residents in 11 Villages to Vacate Lubigi Wetland.” 
35Elory Bos, Alex Muhweezi, and Kelly West, From conversion to conservation : fifteen years of 
managing wetlands for people and the environment in Uganda, (Kampala, 2005, IUNC).  
36“What is a harmful Algal Bloom?,” The United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, last updated April 27, 2016, https://www.noaa.gov/what-is-harmful-algal-bloom.  
37“Hypoxia,” Ecological Society of America, (n.d.), https://www.esa.org/esa/wp-
content/uploads/2012/12/hypoxia.pdf 
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they do not really have control of the land,” and that the government has “taken the 

initiative to destroy the land.”38 Mr. Katalemwa is one of the few Lubigi residents that 

have been settled for more than 10 years and is the second generation of his family to be 

born in the wetland. He said that 25 years ago, he could only remember one or two other 

houses in the area.  23 percent of people in a sampled population in Kampala ranked 

government sponsored infrastructure development as the top reason for wetland 

encroachment.39 In 2002, 96.3 percent of Lubigi was covered in wetland vegetation, and 

by 2018 that number had decreased to 80.6 percent. Agricultural lands increased from 

.2 percent of the wetland area to 7 percent, and murrum deposits from 0 to 5.1 

percent.40 The impacts of this will be felt upstream, downstream, and in Lubigi. As 

wetland vegetation cover decreases, the land is more susceptible to flooding, and as the 

wetland catches less water, more of it moves into the River Mayanja. This has caused 

unpredictable flooding that makes livelihood practices along the river and in the 

wetland more difficult. Reduction in water quality, water pollution, modified soils and 

soil morphology, water stagnation, and habitat loss are all consequences of Lubigi’s 

degradation.41  

 Discussion of ecological collapse or disaster is not necessarily useful in 

contemplating the future of Lubigi and other wetlands in the Lake Victoria basin. Panic 

and emergency will not change the nature of the issue, nor the needs of the humans and 

                                                   
38 Katalemwa Edward (resident of Lubigi), interviewed by Adele Stock, Lubigi, Kampala, Uganda, April 
18, 2018. 
39 Gideon James and Bernard, “Effects of Human Wetland Encroachment on Degradation of Lubigi 
Wetland System, Kampala City Uganda.” 568.    
40 Gideon James and Bernard, “Effects of Human Wetland Encroachment on Degradation of Lubigi 
Wetland System, Kampala City Uganda.”  
41 Gideon and Bernard, “Effects of Human Wetland Encroachment on Degradation of Lubigi Wetland System, 
Kampala City Uganda.”  
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other-than-human-beings that depend on Lubigi for survival.42 Conventional methods 

of restoration do not seem plausible in the case of Lubigi, as it has become critical land 

for those who would otherwise be left without livelihood strategies. Continuous cycles of 

eviction, settlement, restoration, and degradation are not going change the nature of the 

problem, they will just continue until Lubigi as an ecosystem has disappeared 

completely. Panic over collapse detracts from the ability to contemplate more viable 

solutions that view the needs of humans and other-than-human-beings with equal 

importance. 

        

Conclusion  

The future of Lubigi is unclear. The processes of settlement and government 

sponsored infrastructure projects do not appear to be slowing down. The land’s ability 

to hold people and foster conflict and mediation is unprecedented, and the tools of 

liberation it provides to those who live with it are unparalleled. Mediation between the 

state and the people, the kingdom and the people, and the people and the land is 

constant. The land itself is in a perpetual state of flux. These mediations are not 

immediately visible, but lie just below the surface. Violent struggles for power on and 

over the land are not sustainable, and will only hasten the disappearance of Lubigi as an 

environmental entity. Despite this, Lubigi has always been, and will continue to be, a 

place outside of the confines of the state where conflict resolution can occur and abantu 

baali bateefu nga ga Lubigi (the people will be as calm as the waters of Lubigi).  

    
 

                                                   
42 See Jennifer Johnsons Discussion of Ecological Collapse in: Jennifer Johnson, “Fish, Family, and the 
Gendered Politics of Descent Along Uganda’s Southern Littorals,” History in Africa 45 (2018): 445–71. 
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Chapter Two

 

The Spiritual Heart of a Watery Kingdom 

As human life is inextricably linked with the land, it is impossible to recount any 

human story completely without an understanding of the ecological space in which it 

exists. Viewing Lubigi as a physical and material space contextualizes the wetlands role 

in an extensive history of mediumship and spirituality on Lake Victoria. Wetlands sit at 

a site of both literal and figurative instability and a space of mediation. This mediation 

may occur between the land and the sea, a lake and a river, even the living and the dead. 

Seasonal periods of flooding and drying create conditions of hypoxia and anoxia that 

would under normal circumstances, be inhospitable to other-than-human life. Despite 

this, life exists and even thrives in wetland ecosystems. The Buganda Kingdom sits on 

the shores of Lake Victoria, called Nyanja in the contemporary period and Ennyanja 

Nalubaale in historical Buganda.1 As a lacustrine Kingdom, the topography of Buganda  

is rife with seasonal and permanent wetlands of which Lubigi is one. Lubigi is of distinct 

spiritual and ecological importance in the Kingdom. One unfamiliar with the land could 

easily see Lubigi as first an ecological entity, then a material space, then a spiritual one. 

These things are distinct from and other, but not in any way separate. Their 

relationships are inextricably linked and constantly shifting. Without one element, the 

                                                   
1 Jennifer Johnson, “Fish, Family, and the Gendered Politics of Descent Along Uganda’s Southern 
Littorals,” History in Africa 45 (2018): 447. 
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processes of the other elements are transformed. This chapter will discuss the Lubigi as 

a space which must have all of these elements.  

The most present and obvious viewing of Lubigi is as an ecological space. The 

land provides ecosystem functions that are a crucial part of a broader Lake Victoria 

environmental system. Less obvious, but still acutely visible is Lubigi’s present and 

historic function as a material space. The most covert function of Lubigi, at least to the 

eyes of someone without knowledge of Ganda culture and history, is its position as a 

spiritual site situated in a vast web of lake and water centered spirituality. These layers 

of meaning contribute to a history of Lubigi as a transitory and mediatory space. The 

human mirrors the non-human, and vice versa. The spiritual nature of Lubigi is hidden 

under multiple layers of collective forgetting encouraged by a push to detach the 

environment from its connection to other worlds.  

 

An Ecological Space  

 Natural wetlands cover 10 percent of Uganda’s total land surface area.2 A vast 

majority of these wetlands are in the Lake Victoria drainage basin, the second largest 

drainage basin in the world. While heavily associated with Lake Victoria, Lubigi sits in 

the Lake Kyoga and Lake Victoria basins. Lake Kyoga is located directly north of Lake 

Victoria and contains most of the 46 species documented in Lake Victoria.3 The waters 

of Lubigi drain into Lake Kyoga by way of the Mayanja river.4 It is one of the largest 

wetlands in the Lake Kyoga basin. Upper Lubigi is delineated by Hoima road in the 

                                                   
2John Kayima, Aloyce Mayo, and Joel Nobert, “Ecological Characteristics and Morphological Features of 
the Lubigi Wetland in Uganda,” Environment and Ecology Research 6, no. 4 (2018): 218. 
3 International Lake Environment Committee, World Lake Database, “Lake Kyoga,” 
http://wldb.ilec.or.jp/Details/Lake/AFR-15 
4  “Lake Kyoga,” http://wldb.ilec.or.jp/Details/Lake/AFR-15 
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northeast and Sentema Road in the southwest.5  This area is approximately 1.1 km2 and 

has a total drainage catchment area of 40.0 km2.  

 

Hydrology  

Lubigi is a surface-fed tropical wetland. It’s catchment area is 40.0 km2. Most of 

its surface water is heavily polluted. The Nsooba-Lubigi storm water drainage channel 

and the Lubigi Sewage Treatment Plant are the primary feeders of Lubigi’s water supply. 

The Nsooba-Lubigi channel is fed by municipal and industrial wastewater, stormwater 

runoff and subsurface water flow from densely populated upstream areas.6 Additionally, 

some of Lubigi’s inflow comes from effluent discharges from the Lubigi sewage 

treatment plant.7  Lubigi’s outflow is significantly greater than its inflow. The wet season 

in Lubigi is bi-seasonal, occurring from March to June and September to November. 

Peak rainfall occurs in early October,  when it averages 72 mm. Rainfall is at its lowest in 

late August, when the average is almost zero.8   

 

Vegetation  

 Lubigi is populated by a variety of wetland macrophytes. The wetland has nine 

dominant plant species. The four most prevalent are: Echinochloa pyramidalis 

(antelope grass), Cyperus papyrus (papyrus grass), Thelypteris acuminata, and 

Paspalum scrobiculatum (Kodo millet).  All of these species grow in monotype patterns 

                                                   
5John Kayima, Aloyce Mayo, and Joel Nobert, “Hydrology and Hydraulics of the Lubigi Wetland in 
Uganda,” Tanzanian Journal of Engineering and Technology 37, no. 1 (June 2018): 2. 
6 Kayima, Mayo, and Nobert, “Hydrology and Hydraulics of the Lubigi Wetland in Uganda,” 6.  
7John Kayima, Aloyce Mayo, and Joel Nobert, “The Fate of Nitrogen and Faecal Coliform in the Lubigi 
Wetland in Uganda,” Tanzanian Journal of Engineering and Technology 37, no. 3 (2018): 139. 
8  Kayima, Mayo, and Nobert, “Hydrology and Hydraulics of the Lubigi Wetland in Uganda,” 10. 
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and are native to tropical wetlands.9 The plants in the wetland are responsible for a 

significant nitrogen uptake, removing about 24.9 percent of the nitrogen that passes 

through the wetland. This is of particular importance as it decreases the probability of 

instances of eutrophication in Lake Kyoga.10 

 

 

Wildlife 

200 species of bird make their home in Lubigi, including the crested crane. 

Mudfish and Lungfish are able to survive even in Lubigi’s polluted waters.11 Little 

research has been done on the diversity of wildlife in the wetland. A rapid fish 

assessment done in the Mburo-Nakivali and Opeta-Bisina basin wetlands (both places 

with similar morphology to that of Lubigi), found 36 fish species, with 22 unique genera 

and seven families.12 Because fish occupy a number of trophic levels, fish biodiversity is 

a good indicator of overall ecosystem health. Overfishing has played a significant role in 

decreasing fish biodiversity in southern Uganda’s wetlands. Pollution, agricultural 

pesticide use, habitat degradation and water level fluctuation have also contributed to 

species loss.13 Amphibians such as Chiromantis petersi (great gray tree frog), 

Hyperolius viridiflavus (common brown tree frog), and newts and salamanders are 

                                                   
9 Kayima, Mayo, and Nobert, “Ecological Characteristics and Morphological Features of the Lubigi 
Wetland in Uganda,” 6.  
10 Kayima, Mayo, and Nobert, “The Fate of Nitrogen and Faecal Coliform in the Lubigi Wetland in 
Uganda,” 12.  
11 Kayima, Mayo, and Nobert, “Ecological Characteristics and Morphological Features of the Lubigi 
Wetland in Uganda,” 140. 
12 Dr Dismas Mbabazi, “RAPID ASSESSMENT OF THE FISH BIODIVERSITY OF THE MBURO-
NAKIVALI WETLAND SYSTEMS AND OPETA-BISINA WETLAND SYSTEMS, UGANDA,” n.d., 10. 
13Mbabazi, “RAPID ASSESSMENT OF THE FISH BIODIVERSITY OF THE MBURO-NAKIVALI 
WETLAND SYSTEMS AND OPETA-BISINA WETLAND SYSTEMS, UGANDA,” n.d., 10. 
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present in wetlands similar to Lubigi. The reptile species that are present in Lubigi are 

Naja melanolevia (forest cobra), Philothamnus hoplogaster (green water snake), and 

Python sabae (African rock python).14 

 

A Material Space 

 Lubigi has significant value as a material space. As is common with wetlands, its 

fertile soil and ample resources provide livelihood opportunities and land. The immense 

material function of Lubigi has lead to a significant transformation of its ecological 

existence. There has not only been a significant increase in settlement, but a marked 

increase in wetland serving as agricultural land. Satellite imaging between 2002 and 

2018 make visible how a landscape that was once continuous, has rapidly been divided 

by a road, a sewage treatment plant, and division of land into agricultural spaces. 

Lubigi’s function as a material space is has changed. A place that once served little 

material function to human beings, is now a land significantly transformed by human 

actions that are driven by Lubigi’s material wealth.  

 It is hard to determine what party owned Lubigi in the time before 1962. Henry 

West’s Land Policy in Buganda does provide a clue into Lubigi’s ownership in the time 

before independence. He states, “The British Government’s share of the assumed land 

area of Buganda, as distributed by Article 15 of the Uganda Agreement of 1900 

amounted to 10,550 square miles….9,000 square miles of ‘waste or cultivated, or 

uncultivated land occupied without prior gift of the Kabaka or chiefs by bakopi or 

strangers.” The 1900 Buganda Agreement which created the mailo land system allocated 

                                                   
14 Omeyi Integrated Wetland Management Plan, World Bank and Ministry of Environment, Water, and Natural 
Resources. 
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fertile land surrounding Lake Victoria to the Buganda government and allocated “rocky 

hilltops and useless swamps” to the British Royal Crown.15 This might indicate that 

before 1962 Lubigi was held by the British Colonial government, as a “useless swamp.” 

This is important in understanding its trajectory as a ritual space. In 1966, Lubigi was 

held primarily under Official Buganda Land Board Mailo tenure.16 Land that had 

spiritual meaning was often given this designation, and was assigned to particular 

chiefs.  In the contemporary period the National Environmental Management Authority 

and the Kabaka of Buganda have dual ownership over the land.   

 

  

           

Lubigi in 2002 (Earliest Available Aerial photograph) 

                                                   
15 Holly Elizabeth Hanson, Landed Obligation: The Practice of Power in Buganda, Social History of 
Africa (New Hampshire, Heinemann, 2003), 129.  
16 Henry West, Map A Buganda: Land Tenure, June 1966 [map], 1=750,000, In: Land Policy in Buganda, 
(London, Cambridge University Press, 1972),  209.  
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Lubigi in 2018  

 

 

 

 

A Spiritual Space 

Lubigi cannot be accurately perceived with only a focus on its utilitarian function. 

Beyond the material, Lubigi exists as one piece of an expansive spiritual geography 

centered around Nalubaale. Despite this, Lubigi, and other wetland of Nalubaale are 

absent from contemporary writings on Ganda spirituality. Mediums and healers are the 

primary source of information about Lubigi’s spiritual importance. Just as Lubigi’s 

ecological morphology represents a cross-species interconnectedness, so does Lubigi’s 

spiritual morphology.  

Water is at the heart of fertility and creation. In recounting the story of creation 

to me, Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa “chief priest of beliefs, norms and values. Grandfather 
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of children and traditional doctor,” said “all powers of creation lie in the water,”17 Lubigi 

is not just a place of ecological and material wealth, but a birthplace and keeper of 

Ganda spirituality.  

Sitting with a number of spirit mediums in their homes and at their shrine sites 

in and around Kampala, I listened to stories of Lubigi, and Nalubaale’s deep and recent 

past. Their stories about Lubigi and rituals surrounding it fit into a constellation of 

practice on the bodies of water in the Buganda Kingdom. Understanding Lubigi’s 

spiritual geography means understanding its relationship to Nalubaale. In 

conversations with Jjumba Ssebakobana and others, it was made clear to me that Lubigi 

cannot be understood in isolation. That knowledge of Nalubaale’s musambwa,18 and all 

powers of creation, were and are intertwined with Lubigi’s geography. Katonda (God) 

created water, and the seven spirits of Nalubaale with a single drop of water on Walusi-

Nsi hill. Musisi, one of the two spirits in charge of Nalubaale is responsible for the 

creation of the human heartbeat. Because of this, human life is not possible without 

water.  Jjumba informed me that for water to have life it must have waves, and waves 

are a bridge between the shores of Nalubaale and something beyond. Katonda creates 

waves, and therefore creates olutinda (bridges).  The water represents the feminine and 

fertile,  the moving and mediating. 19 

Ssemukutto, a spiritual leader in the Ndiga (sheep) clan, spoke with me about 

misambwa of Nalubaale. He paid particular attention to Nsoke. Nsoke moves the lake 

                                                   
17 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
 
18 Misambwa are territorial spirits  
19Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
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and brings a powerful wind. When nsoke is angered20 women’s fertility is disrupted and 

miscarriages are more prevalent. Water and water-based misambwa are deeply 

intertwined with fertility, and in turn the health and continuation of the Kingdom.21   

Rivers do not just come to be, but are birthed in the Buganda Kingdom. The river 

Mayanja that flows from Lubigi was birthed along with a number of other spiritually 

important rivers in the kingdom.  The river Mayanja divides Ssingo County from 

Bulemeezzi County in the Kingdom, making it a “child” of Nalubaale.22 Mayanja is said 

to have some of the most powerful waters in all of the Buganda and it is often used for 

its healing powers. Mayanja is the head of all rivers and is a leopard river.23 On the 

other side of Lubigi, over the hills, is Nalubaale, that holds undeniable power and 

variability. Lubigi receives its power as a spiritual sites because it sits at the crossroads 

of these two life-bringing entities. It is not just a point of connection, but a place where 

two powerful spiritual sites create the environment for healing.24  

 Lubigi was birthed by the mmamba (lungfish) clan and the monkey clan. Lubigi 

is the third birthplace of Bemba Omusota, an important spirtual force for centuries in 

the Kingdom and a member  mmamba lineage. Bemba often appears as a python, and it 

is said that python misambwa have long been known to sunbathe in Lubigi. Nakayima, 

a Ganda singer and medium noted that “every swamp has a spirit connected to it,” and 

                                                   
20 When I inquired about what might make nsoke angry Ssemukotto told me “There is always anger when 
things are not going well.”  
21 Ssemukutto (spiritual head of the Ndiga clan), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated Robert Yiga and 
Angela Nayiga, Kalerwe, Kampala, Uganda, January 9, 2019.  
22 Peter Hoesing, “Kusamira: Singing Rituals of Wellness in Southern Uganda,” African Music 9, no. 2 
(2012): 101. 
23 Henri Medard, “La Memoire Comme Oubli: Les Transformations de Mayanja Au Buganda,” Journal 
Des Africanistes 86, no. 1 (2016): 130–69. 
24 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
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for most of her life, people knew that you could only settle in swampland if you asked 

permission from the spirits.25 Now that people have neglected that practice, extreme 

weather brings bad fortune to those that live in the swamps. Wetlands are the 

intersection of land and water. Pythons and lungfish are the creatures that can occupy 

both the land and the water. Jjumba noted that not only are they similar in this capacity, 

but pythons are the twins of the lungfish, which is why neither of them are killed.26 

Lubigi’s importance does not figure into literature on Ganda spiritual practice. It 

is unclear if this was a conscious or unconscious forgetting. The wetland is a piece of a 

much larger spiritual practice that spans far beyond the shores of Nalubaale. Lubigi’s 

connection to the lake is where it draws its significance. The role pythons and the lake 

play in connecting the living and the dead contribute to “healing the body politic.27” 

Viewing Ganda history as merely pre and postcolonial is flawed, and Lubigi is an 

example of this. Spirituality situated in place did become complicated at the advent of 

colonialism as land relationships changed, but up until 2009 Lubigi as a place 

represented a deep lineage of water and wetland centered mediumship in the kingdom.  

 

Python Centers on the Lake  

 Examining the region over five centuries a tradition of land, water, healing, and 

python mediumship appears. These python-centered sites acted as networks of 

knowledge that “constellated” communities not through kinship but rather through 

                                                   
25 Nakayima (singer and spirit medium, interviewed by Adele Stock, translated Robert Yiga and Angela 
Nayiga, Kalerwe, Kampala, Uganda, January 16, 2019.  
26 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
27 Steven Feierman, “Colonizers, Scholars, and the Creation of Invisible Histories,” in Beyond the Cultural 
Turn: New Directions in the Study of Society and Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 
182–216. 
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shared knowing.28 These older networks of spirituality and knowledge broaden the 

scope of what spirituality in Lubigi is and has been.  

Neil Kodesh identifies python shrine centers on the shores of Nalubaale (Lake 

Victoria) as intellectual and public healing networks in pre-colonial  Buganda.29  These 

python shrine centers were located on the shores of Lake Victoria. Lacustrine sites were 

viewed as ttanda or cracks in the Earth where ancestral spirits could exit magombe (the 

domain of ancestral spirits) and visit their shrine sites.30 Kodesh suggests that as banana 

cultivation territorialized and agriculture intensified, spirituality became 

deterritorialized in the 15th century.31 David Schonbrun makes a similar argument 

about the deterritorialization of healing practices. He asserts there was a “creation of 

portable nature spirit who could serve the needs of larger diverse communities” around 

1000 years ago.32 The conversations I had with mediums in Kampala in 2019 suggests 

that misambwa healing remains very much connected to a territory on the shores of 

Nalubaale. Bemba’s birth in Lubigi ties a powerful musambwa to a territory in the deep 

past of the Buganda Kingdom. This distinct connection to Lubigi signals that the 

deterritorialization hypothesis presented by Kodesh and Schoenbrun may not be 

universally true. Lubigi is evidence that healing and mediumship remain territorialized 

well into the 20th and 21st century, despite the ways in which land use and relationships 

transformed.  The words mediums spoke to me were similar in regards to the 

                                                   
28 Neil Kodesh, “Networks of Knowledge: Clanship and Collective Well-Being,” The Journal of African 
History 49, no. 2 (2008): 197–216. 
29 Neil Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia Press, 2010), 
30Neil Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia Press, 2010), 66.  
31 Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 68.  
32 David Schoenbrun, A Green Place, A Good Place: Agrarian Change, and Social Identity in the Great 
Lakes Region to the 15th Century (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1998), 202.  
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connection between healing and place, when mediums and misambwa have been 

moved from the land that they once occupied the kingdom has suffered and the 

mediums and spirits have struggled.  

The history of Lubigi as a physical space transformed over the 20th century and 

continues to transform today. Its spiritual and ritual importance are clear, as is its 

connection to a broader tradition of water-centered spirituality in the Buganda 

Kingdom. The multiple layers of Lubigi as an ecological, spiritual, and material space fix 

it alongside a contested history of the Buganda Kingdom. In the following chapters, its 

importance as a spiritual place for the medium Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba 

Musota complicates notions of origin and power in Lubigi and beyond.  
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Chapter Three

 

The Heart of Lubigi is a Snake 

Lubigi’s history is very much a tradition of the between: the places that exist 

between the living and the spirit world, the land and the water, the animals that sit 

between classification. Lubigi and other wetlands in the Lake Victoria basin are 

landscapes that very often sit outside of classification. Because of this, they are lost in a 

history that ignores what is beyond the margins.  

At the heart of Lubigi is a snake. At the heart of Nalubaale and the River 

Mayanja is a snake. Before Lubigi became what it is today, there was a python. The 

history of these places is historically and spiritually intertwined with pythons, python 

mediumship, and the “mediatory nature of water.”1  

Even before the time of the centralized Buganda Kingdom, snakes and Nalubaale 

were central to spirituality and mediumship. African rock pythons move freely from 

water to land.2 David Schoenbrun remarks that  

[Pythons] hunt by stalking or laying in ambush before 

springing at their quarry. In this, they behave like lion, leopard, and 

crocodile. But, unlike those predators— which were also held to be 

familiars for spirits a millennium ago—African rock pythons kill 

their prey by constriction. By distending their lower mandible, they 

                                                   
1 Neil Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia Press, 2010) 46. 
2 David Schoebrun, “Pythons Worked: Constellating Communities of Practice with Conceptual Metaphor 
in Northern Lake Victoria, ca. A.D. 800 to 1200,” in Knowledge in Motion: Constellations of Learning 
Across Time and Space, ed. Andrew Roddrick and Ann Brower Stahl (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 2016), 218. 
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swallow their victim whole and headfirst. Their bodies, life-course, 

and behavior separated pythons from other kinds of snakes and 

other kinds of predators.3  

This distinct and observable difference between pythons and other predators, even other 

snakes, could be the root of what made, and makes, pythons such spiritual beings. In 

West Nyanza communities, ancestral ghosts (mizimu) could return as pythons, and 

misambwa (territorial spirits) appeared as pythons fairly regularly. 4 These misambwa 

often spoke through mediums via kubandwa (to be possessed, to be kicked, to be 

knocked down)5. These misambwa “presided over the success of fishing, hunting, and 

farming endeavors”6, and sought to exert the will of the ancestors, and created chaos 

when ignored.7 Because of the importance of pythons (ttimba), Bemba Musota, a 

musambwa who dwells in Lubigi, holds enormous weight in Ganda spirituality.  

Understanding the nature of gender in Luganda-English translation expands the 

historical and present view of what and who was involved in mediumship and 

spirituality, both human and non-human. Jennifer Johnson notes a distinct issue with 

translation when speaking on spirituality on the shores of Nalubaale. Words like jjajja 

(ancestor), kabona (ritual expert), lubaale (guardians) Mukasa (the head of lubaale) are 

translated from Luganda to English with male gendered forms. Despite this, they are 

                                                   
3 Schoebrun, “Pythons Worked: Constellating Communities of Practice with Conceptual Metaphor in 
Northern Lake Victoria, ca. A.D. 800 to 1200” 218.  
4 David Schoebrun, A Green Place, A Good Place: Agrarian Change, and Social Identity in the Great 
Lakes Region to the 15th Century (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1998), 198.  
5 Derived from the root word -band that is used to indicate “pressure from the exterior to the interior,” 
Cecilia Pennacini, “Religious Mobility and Body Language in Kubandwa Possession Cults,” Journal of 
Eastern African Studies 3, no. 2 (July 2009): 334, David Schoenbrun, “Pythons Worked: Constellating 
Communities of Practice with Conceptual Metaphor in Northern Lake Victoria, ca. A.D. 800 to 1200,” in 
Knowledge in Motion: Constellations of Learning Across Time and Space, ed. Andrew Roddrick and Ann 
Brower Stahl (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2016), 221. 
6 Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 40.  
7 Interview conducted with Ssemukutto of the Ndiga Clan in January of 2019. 
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genderless words in Luganda.8 One might imagine mediums, pythons, guardians and 

gods as male figures, but the words used to describe them were very much free of 

masculinity. There is even evidence that points to Mukasa, who is almost exclusively 

spoken of as a male god, actually being goddess.9 Nyanja/Nalubaale was birthed by a 

woman or many women. The source of all ritual healing power came from the body of a 

woman.10 This is important in conceiving of Lubigi as a distinctly feminine space, and 

understanding why its history has been largely ignored and forgotten. When the 

language used to describe female mediums, misambwa, and landscapes is 

misinterpreted, it seems natural that it is also lost in historical tellings of Ganda history. 

Luganda is a language without gendered pronouns, but because of the binary limits of 

the English language I will refer to Bemba Musota from this point forward with blended 

pronoun “s/he,” to accurately represent the genderless nature of the figure.  

The earliest oral record of Lubigi comes by way of the story of Bemba Musota11, a 

python, spiritual being, and supposedly tyrannical ruler of the early Kingdom. Bemba’s 

defeat by Kintu, the first remembered king of dynastic history of the Ganda, is the 

functional starting place of the dynastic history. Bemba Musota’s place of birth, in at 

least one of his/her lifetimes, was in Lubigi.12 Because of this, Bemba Musota’s life and 

                                                   
8 Jennifer Johnson, “Fish, Family, and the Gendered Politics of Descent Along Uganda’s Southern 
Littorals,” History in Africa 45 (2018): 450. 
9Jennifer Johnson, “Fishwork in Uganda: A Multispecies Ethnohistory about Fish, People, and Ideas 
about Fish and People” (Dissertation, University of Michigan School of Natural Resources and 
Environment, 2014) 9.  
10 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
11 Bemba is frequently depicted as a snake  
12 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
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relationship with Ganda spirituality is inextricably linked with the history of Lubigi as a 

material and spiritual entity.  

The ruler Bemba’s story, as told by mediums, reveals alternative notions of power 

in the kingdom. In contrast to the  frequent depictions of Bemba as a tyrant, Bemba is 

spoken of as a firm but benevolent musambwa13 by mediums. This becomes particularly 

important when situated next to the history of Lubigi, a place of mediation and intense 

spiritual power. The medium Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota, who spent 

over 25 years practicing mediumship in Lubigi, claims Bemba as the source of her 

connection to misambwa and mizimu. The story of Bemba and Kintu situates Bemba in 

a lineage of python mediumship and spiritual power. 

The dynastic history of Bemba Musota and Kintu depicts Bemba Musota as a 

tyrannical ruler and a ttimba (python). This depiction  juxtaposed against common 

understandings of misambwa, who frequently appear as ttimba, is somewhat 

contradictory. Bemba’s depiction as wholly evil in popular tellings of Bemba and Kintu’s 

story stands in conflict to the benevolent, albeit sometimes harsh, work of misambwa in 

the kingdom.  Bemba and Kintu’s story, as told by Apolo Kaggwa and J.F. Cunningham 

articulates a particular relationship between good and evil and between “man” and 

“animal: 

Bemba lived with his wife and family on Naggalabi Hill (present day 

Buddo). S/He had many enemies that sought to kill him/her, s/he 

was on guard and would only leave their crushed bones as evidence 

of their attempts. At this time, Kintu was living in Bukesa when he 

                                                   
13 Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, April 19, 2018. 
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was told of a snake called Bemba who lived on Naggalabi hill who 

was the ruler of the Buganda Kingdom. Kintu received council from 

chiefs and set off to kill Bemba. He spent the night at Njagalabwami 

and a tortoise proposed that he would help Kintu assassinate 

Bemba the snake. Kintu responded with doubt saying “Hem! You 

are going to add your bones to his pile.” The tortoise reached  

Naggalabi and told King Bemba “I am a doctor, and therefore I 

cannot die. At night my head and feet disappear and the same 

happens to followers of mine. If you also did the same thing, you 

would never die.” At night, the the tortoises hid their heads in their 

shells and Bemba announced to the chief tortoise “tomorrow 

evening you will cut off my head also.”  When evening came, Bemba 

summoned to all of his followers to have their heads cut. The chief 

tortoise said to the others “as soon as you see me beheading Bemba 

you must do the same to his/her men.” After killing Bemba and all 

of his followers, the chief tortoise sent word to Kintu who went to 

Naggalabbi, collected all of the snake, and burnt them.14  

This story presents a number of questions in regard to Bemba’s spiritual 

significance. The first of these questions relates to how the traditional closeness of 

firstcomers to local gods and spirits interacts with Bemba’s role in the Buganda 

Kingdom.15 Kintu’s position as an outsider and Bemba’s position as an indigenous spirit 

                                                   
14 This story was adapted from the tellings of Bemba and Kintu in J.J. Cunningham, Uganda and Its 
People (New York: Negro University Press, 1969), and Apolo Kaggwa, The Kings of Buganda (Nairobi, 
Kenya: East African Publishing House, 1971). 
15 Schoenbrun, A Green Place, A Good Place: Agrarian Change, and Social Identity in the Great Lakes 
Region to the 15th Century, 218.  
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might indicate that Bemba, a musambwa and a first ruler, had more significant access 

to gods and spirits than Kintu did. This reorients spiritual power in the early Kingdom.  

Even Kintu’s name, one that designates a “Big Person,”16 situates him closer to human 

than Bemba, who is depicted with awesome, other-than-human power.  This is 

substantiated by my conversations with numerous mediums, particularly my 

conversations with Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota, who made it vehemently 

clear that Bemba’s pleasure or displeasure was critically important to the cohesion and 

stability of the Buganda Kingdom and Uganda.17 

In some tellings of the story, Kintu did not defeat Bemba the Snake on his own, 

but rather enlisted the help of Mukiibi, the leader of the Pangolin Clan, to assist him.18  

This is of particular importance for a number of reasons. Ganda spirituality categorizes 

nonhuman beings into five categories:  animals (ensolo), creatures that fly (ebibuuka), 

insects (biwuka), creatures of the lake (byenyanja), and plants (kimera). The pangolin 

was viewed as a cross between an animal and a reptile, a land dwelling creature and a 

water dwelling creature, a creature that exists between classification, capable of 

mediating between Kintu of the land and Bemba of the water.19 

Whereas the dynastic history kills off Bemba, mediums’ history understands 

him/her to have been reborn again in Lubigi. Jjumba Ssabakobana shared with me what 

he knew of Bemba’s life in the wetland.  Some factions in the mmamba (lungfish) clan 

claim Bemba as their ancestor.20 Lubigi was born of the mmamba clan as its mother and 

                                                   
16 Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 36.  
17 Interview Conducted with Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota in April of 2018.  
18 Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 44.  
19Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 49.  
20 Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 46.  
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the monkey clan as its father.21 This piece of land birthed of byenyanja, a creature of the 

lake and ensolo, an animal22 situates Lubigi as a place beyond land and water. The clans 

that birthed Lubigi are also said to be the clans that birthed Bemba in the wetland after 

his/her death at the hands of Kintu. Bemba’s lineage as something almost human (a 

monkey) and something very much other-than-human (a lungfish) is a testament to the 

power Bemba has as a spiritual being beyond classification.  The story of a human man 

on a hill who ends the reign of a chaotic spiritual ruler, contributes to the legitimacy of a 

dynastic tradition. The complicated origins of Bemba and Kintu, on the other hand, only 

serve to further obscure commonly held ideas of power and spirituality in the kingly 

history.   

Jjumba Ssebakobana shared with me that not only did the mmamba clan birth 

Bemba, but the Ganda do not kill lungfish or pythons because they are twins.23 When 

this statement is taken literally, there are striking similarities between pythons and 

lungfish.  The lungfish and the python look physically similar, with long cylindrical 

bodies that move side to side in the water. Both beings have small, thin back limbs. 

Lungfish burrow underground for aestivation during the dry season, and African rock 

pythons become dormant during the same period. Most notable of this similarities is 

both creatures exist both on the land and in the water. In an ecological sense, this makes 

                                                   
21Ssematimba Frank (musician and spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated by Robert Yiga 
and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, Uganda, January 10, 2019, Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana 
(spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, 
Mukono District, January 9, 2019. Neither were clear about which monkey clan they were referring to. It 
is likely they are referring to the Colobus Monkey clan, as it was one of the six original clans of Buganda 
along with the Lungfish clan for a complete list of the Clans of the Buganda Kingdom see:  
22 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019,  Kodesh, Beyond the Royal 
Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 49.   
23 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
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them well-equipped for life in wetlands, and in a spiritual sense it makes them kin to 

one another. Jjumba continues, noting that Lubigi is where Bemba is born human, and 

comes to understand his/her ancestral background. S/He is born as multiple creatures, 

multiple times, human and other-than-human, and even when s/he is born as a human, 

s/he is birthed from the land, and from whole kinship groups. His/her nomenclature 

changes to represent the expansiveness of his/her power.24   

Keeping these origins in mind, it is possible that Bemba Musota was a powerful 

musambwa or representation of spiritual power, and Kintu was a representation of 

finite human power. Neil Kodesh offers an explanation for the meaning of Bemba and 

Kintu’s battle on Buddo Hill noting in Beyond the Royal Gaze that Kintu and Bemba 

might each represent misambwa who exert power over their respective homes. For 

Kintu, that home is the inland Magonga, and for Bemba that home is Buddo Hill on the 

shores of Nalubaale.25 He extends this argument to say “we can imagine Kintu’s defeat 

of Bemba as an enlargement of the territory of healing over which Kintu and his 

representatives exercised authority.”26 The argument that Kintu might have been a 

spiritual entity is compelling, but the nature of Kintu’s depiction in the familiar stories 

of Kintu and Bemba might also point towards something different. Henri Médard argues 

that until the 19th century in Buganda, Kintu was worshiped as a lubale (god) from the 

Ssese Islands. In Busoga, people worshiped Kintu as a lubale until the 20th century.27 

Lubale are not attached to place in the same way misambwa are, which would indicate 

                                                   
24 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
25Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 48.  
26 Kodesh, Beyond the Royal Gaze, Clanship and Public Healing in Buganda, 48.  
27 Medard, “Identity, Religion and Race: The Many Facets of Kintu, First King of Buganda (18th-20th 
Century),” 128. 
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that Kintu was never seeking to extend his healing territory. Médard’s argument, along 

with interviews I conducted with Jjumba Ssebakobana, Ssematimba Frank, and 

Nalubega Muzana suggest Kintu was never a musambwa. His depiction as a man who 

defeats a spiritual other-than-human (but not without the help other-than-human-

beings, the pangolin and the turtle) might indicate a story about the ending of spiritual 

kingship and the beginning of the human dynastic tradition. Kintu is very much a 

human ruler. His power resides on top of a hill, a place heavily associated with the 

masculine and the human.28 Benjamin Ray substantiates this, noting that bassekabaka, 

even Kintu, were not regarded as incarnate deities, and their lives were not bound up 

with the vitality of the cosmos.29   

It is possible that Bemba’s death may not represent a diminishment of Bemba 

Musota’s healing territory, but rather a reorientation of where his/her power is vested 

and how that power is asserted. Mediums I spoke with insisted Bemba’s home is in 

Lubigi and that s/he is a source of divine power for them. Nalubega Muzana stated that 

early in her life Katonda (God) spoke to her and said “I gave you to my son Bemba 

Musota, it is time to start fighting for kingship and kingdom because the kingship is 

perishing.”30 This is particularly important to understanding Bemba’s role. S/he is 

dethroned, and a human man becomes king. Through this s/he does not lose power, 

rather, his/her power is shifted away from the center, on Buddo Hill, to the periphery, in 

Lubigi. The story creates a distinction between Bemba’s power, which may have always 

                                                   
28 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019, Ssematimba Frank 
(musician and spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated by Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, 
Mukono District, Uganda, January 10, 2019.  
29 Benjamin Ray, Myth, Ritual, and Kingship in Buganda (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 41.  
30 Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, April 19, 2018. 
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existed in Lubigi, and a new human power that arises in a hilltop. Through the periphery 

his/her power only increases, as s/he works to maintain the cohesion of the kingdom 

through the edges. This is substantiated by Jjumba Ssebakabona who noted “The 

kabaka is a leader of norms simply because he is on top but we are the ones that supply 

him and these shrines [Bemba’s home in Lubigi] are the backbone of the royalty in 

Mengo.”31 Ssebakobana’s interpretation of Bemba raises questions regarding how and 

why Bemba is depicted as something markedly evil in the story of Kintu and Bemba.   

Interpreting the story in Myth, Ritual, and Kingship in Buganda Benjamin Ray 

notes its telling in the last century is markedly Christian. Quoting the telling of “Kintu ne 

Bemba” in Munno he states “They said that in the past the Kabaka of this country was a 

snake who was called Bbemba, and Kintu got rid of him/her. Now, these things are 

made known to us that Kintu came with religion [dini] and got rid of Satan who was the 

snake…..God [Katonda] has show it to us.”32 This 1991 interpretation in conjunction 

with the depictions of Bemba Musota presented to me by mediums in conversations at 

their shrine sites complicates depictions of Bemba in early ethnography of the 

Kingdom.33  

According to Henri Medard, an alternative Christian interpretation of Kintu and 

Bemba arose as a reaction to stigma against those converting to Christianity, inverting 

the stigma towards those who continued to practice indigenous religion. Using evidence 

from the early Rubaga station diaries of the White Fathers, Medard shows that Bemba 

and Kintu are euhemerized in order to fit into newly arrived Christian and Muslim 

                                                   
31 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
 
32 Ray, Myth, Ritual, and Kingship in Buganda, 61.  
33 Apolo Kaggwa, The Kings of Buganda (Nairobi, Kenya: East African Publishing House, 1971).Kaggwa,  
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liturgy. Through this Kintu becomes a missionary who brings Christianity to the 

Buganda kingdom. In this story,“Kintu was Christian; his descendants betrayed and 

corrupted his legacy. The Christian converts could position themselves as restoring the 

true Kintu heritage and presenting the pagans as traitors to the new true tradition.” The 

story is transformed as a reaction to stigma against those converting, inverting the 

stigma towards those who continue to practice indigenous religion.34 This is further 

evidence of the multiple ways the story of Kintu and Bemba was transformed in the 19th 

century to suit the needs of those telling it. 

             It is possible to imagine that Bemba’s depiction as tyrannical could be an 

intentional (or unintentional) misremembering of a powerful spirit displeased with the 

actions of those in his/her spiritual domain. The depiction of Bemba as a tyrannical 

ruler and a python is problematic. Pythons are clanless beings and are not killed.35 They 

are heavily associated with healing and social cohesion, and the will of the spirit world 

often speaks through them. When misambwa are not pleased with the behavior of the 

Ganda, they make it known through the creation of chaos.36 The deep connection 

between pythons and healing is confusing when Bemba, who is either a python or a half-

python half-human, is only remembered as a tyrant. Bemba is very rarely depicted as a 

benevolent character, but mediums have claimed Bemba as the source of their power.         

          The historical division of Kintu as singularly good and Bemba as singularly bad is 

heavily influenced by Christian ideas of good and evil. This division masks what could be 

                                                   
34 Henri Medard, “Identity, Religion and Race: The Many Facets of Kintu, First King of Buganda (18th-
20th Century),” in Lives in Motion, Indeed. Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Social Change in Honour of 
Danielle de Lame, ed. Cristiana Panella (Tervuren, Belgium: Royal Museum for Central Africa, 2012), 143. 
35Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
36Ssemukutto (spiritual head of the Ndiga clan), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated Robert Yiga and 
Angela Nayiga, Kalerwe, Kampala, Uganda, January 9, 2019.  
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a much more nuanced view of Bemba’s role in lacustrine spiritual tradition. Beyond the 

question of good and evil in Bemba’s depiction, is the question of spiritual power. Ray 

observes “the Kabaka was not considered to be holy or divine, he was treated as an 

exalted and extraordinary personage because he was the political and symbolic center of 

the state...the King derived all his powers from the installation ceremonies that marked 

his accession to the throne.”37 Additionally, the ascension rights occur on Buddo Hill. 

Buddo Hill is called Naggalabi before the 18th century. Naggalabi translates to “the 

place where evil is shut out.”38 Even if Bemba did reside on the hill and not in Lubigi, it 

would be unlikely that an evil tyrant would make a home on the place where evil is shut 

out. This nomenclature would suggest that the hill was a space of moral mediation. This 

is further evidence that Bemba as not a tyrant, but rather a musambwa with mutable 

roles. Bemba’s continued remembrance as innately spiritual and non-human sits 

parallel to the distinct humanness of the Kabaka’s. Bemba is killed, pushed to the 

periphery of the storyline, but still maintains a significant hold on the trajectory of the 

Baganda.       

Bemba’s place of origin is ambiguous, and this ambiguity goes entirely 

unaddressed. If Bemba’s historic home is in Lubigi, and if the traditional homes of 

African rock pythons are near water, why might Bemba arrive on top of a hill? The 

installation rights on Buddo Hill only begun in the 18th century. Buddo Hill was chosen 

as a ritual center because it was where a new jjembe (charm) was placed in the ground 

for protection of the King by a diviner named Buddo.39 According to Benjamin Ray 

                                                   
37  Ray, Myth, Ritual, and Kingship in Buganda, 105.  
38Christopher Wrigley, Kingship and State (Cambridge: University of Cambridge, 1996), 210. 
39Ray, Myth, Ritual, and Kingship in Buganda, 78.  
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Buddo explained “It was on this very hill, called Naggalabi, that your ancestor Kintu 

conquered Bbemba the Snake who was the Kabaka of Buganda.”40 Ray argues that 

Buddo, the divener after whom the hill was named,  is the first person to place Kintu and 

Bemba on top of Naggalabi hill. It is possible that the fight between Kintu and Bemba 

did not occur on Buddo hill at all, but rather in Lubigi. On a logical level, it does not 

make sense that Bemba would suddenly appear on top of a hill far from his place of 

birth, and far from his traditional ecological environment. On a theoretical level, moving 

the fight between Bemba and Kintu to Buddo hill bolstered the legitimacy of the 

dynastic tradition. Mountains and hills are associated with maleness and phalluses, 

where as rivers, streams, and water are associated with the spiritual and the feminine.41 

A dynastic tradition beginning in a wetland associated with feminine spiritual power 

would be far less compelling than a dynasty whose origins are atop a hill associated with 

grounded, human masculinity.  The argument for the fight between Bemba and Kintu 

occuring in Lubigi, and for the spiritual power of Lubigi,  is further substantiated by 

Ssebakobana who told me “The royal tombs were placed in Kasubi because it was close 

to Lubigi where the well from which the kings used to drink were located.”42  In 

Christopher Wrigley’s evidence, he explains that Buddo was not even a real person, that 

Buddo is merely the name of a locality that signifies “the grassy place.”43  In either 

instance, Buddo hill appears to have far less innate ritual significance, whereas Lubigi 

has a rich history of spiritual power and tradition. 

                                                   
40Ray, Myth, Ritual, and Kingship in Buganda, 79.  
41 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
42 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
43Wrigley, Kingship and State, 28.  
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 Bemba Musota moved from the lowlands of Lubigi where he is spiritually potent 

to the top of Buddo Hill where s/he can be defeated by Kintu. This movement from 

Lubigi to Buddo hill represents a shift from the masculine to the feminine. This is not to 

say that the wetlands and water are female and highlands and mountains are male in a 

binary sense. Rather, it is indicative of two spheres of power, spiritual and human, 

associated with two different modes of being. The origin story of the dynastic tradition 

beginning in a womanly, watery wetland lacks the relationship to concrete, masculine 

human power that might be necessary for a first human king. The story of Bemba and 

Kintu represents an attempt to limit spiritual power for the sake of a dynastic tradition. 

This attempt, as I will show later, neglects the dire importance of spiritual power in 

maintenance of order in the human realm. 

Bemba Musota represents far more than just the legacy of a defeated tyrant on 

Buddo Hill. His/her material, environmental, and spiritual presence is visible in a 

Ganda spiritual history beyond classification. Binary interpretations of his/her story and 

his/her legacy neglect his/her complex existence, his/her multiple births, and his/her 

connections to misambwa and Lubigi. Moving beyond binary interpretations expands 

how land, spirituality, and classification can be understood in Ganda practice. David 

Schoenbrun asserts that “naming misambwa as essentially good or bad obscures the 

power their medium had in granting to firstcomers in a locality the ability to articulate 

and monitor the moral character of all residents’ behavior.”44  There is a space between 

and beyond good and evil, between and beyond the contemporary and the ancient, space 

where spiritual and historical continuity and change can coexist.  Jjumba Ssebakobana 

                                                   
44Schoenbrun, A Green Place, A Good Place: Agrarian Change, and Social Identity in the Great Lakes 
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finished our conversation on Bemba by discussing his/her nomenclature with me. He 

said “his/her name is not Bemba but Bwemba which means “If I want to be anything I 

wish, I can be.”45 Bemba Musota is a power beyond the material world, one that has 

been pushed aside and ignored, but exists nonetheless.  

Bemba’s place in Lubigi spans beyond a distant past, to the 20th century, through 

Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota. In my initial work to map the history of 

human beings in Lubigi, I heard whispers of a woman who lived in Lubigi for many 

years, who’s brother or husband was a snake, and who could survive even the worst 

floods. After asking a number of people, a longtime resident of Lubigi directed me to her 

home.  Above her doorway were two clay snakes and the words “Ssekabaka Bemba 

Musota.” Through our conversations, in April of 2018 and January of 2019, the history 

of Lubigi and Bemba Musota crystalized. 

                                                   
45 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
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Nalubega Muzana in front of her home, April 2018 

 

Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota was called into existence because of 

crisis. She was born in Singo Mityana district, in Kizaaya on Hoima road in July of 1945. 

In her words, she was born with a snake as a brother.46 This snake was a musambwa 

and the embodiment of Bemba Musota. In the words of Jjumba Ssebakobana she “came 

back with the spirit of Bemba after all things were destroyed.”47 I am not sure exactly 

what he meant by this, but in the context of our conversation it appears he is talking 

                                                   
46 Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, January 14, 2019. 
47 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
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about the advent of colonialism, and the radical impact this hasd on spiritual practice 

and the Buganda Kingdom. The snake performed miracles in Nalubega’s childhood. 

S/He would “come onto” Nalubega’s head and “send her to say things.” Bemba would 

take her on journeys and bring people to her, often giving her, in her words,  “spiritual 

assignments and tasks.” She would often disappear during the school day, and would be 

found sleeping in the forest surrounded by snakes. Sometimes when she would cough, 

snakes would come out of her body.48 While some mediums speak of spirits “coming 

onto them” through dreams or “diseases of the head,”49 Nalubega appears to be chosen 

from birth to be Bemba Musota’s medium.  

During the Bush War, a war fought between the then president Milton Obote’s 

army and Yoweri Museveni’s National Resistance Army (NRA) from 1981 to 

198650Nalubega Muanza conducted what she calls “a war with the spirits.51 When the 

war was over, she sought to leave Lubigi and Bemba said to her “we have won the war to 

redeem Uganda but had another war to redeem Buganda, and that war had to start from 

Lubigi.” With that, she built a lubiri (palace) for Bemba in Lubigi in 1986. Nalubega 

noted “Bemba ordered people to come and build a house for him/her. There were 

princes and princesses and common people who came for Bemba and the built him/her 

a round structure by the water so that he could go in and out of the lake as s/he 

pleased.” His lake was called Kaliddubi Luwunta, and a Buganda flag flew over it. From 

                                                   
48 Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, January 14, 2019. 
49Ssematimba Frank (musician and spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated by Robert Yiga 
and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, Uganda, January 10, 2019.  
50Frank Schubert, “Guerrillas Don’t Die Easily: Everyday Life in Wartime and the Guerilla Myth in the 
National Resistance Army in Uganda, 1981-1986,” International Review of Social History 51, no. 1 
(2006): 93–111. 
51 Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, April 19, 2018. 
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1986 to 2009 Nalubega and Bemba lived in Lubigi. She grew bananas, cassava, and 

yams, and she would feed whoever came to visit her in Lubigi. She told me that people 

from all over Buganda, and even from outside of Buganda would come to her and 

Bemba to learn and seek help for their ills. She made it very clear to me that her work 

was the work of keeping Uganda and Buganda. Before and during her time in Lubigi, 

she notes that she was tasked by Bemba with restoring the kabakaship, and said that 

because of her spiritual work she restored and maintained the power of the kabaka.52   

 This claim circles back to the notion of Bemba as a musambwa  and Bemba’s 

position in the Kingdom. It is possible that Bemba’s role as a musambwa gives him/her 

far more potent power over the fate of the Kingdom than any mortal being or kabaka. 

Additionally, Nalubega’s was born in 1945, in the wake of the general strike of 1945,53 

where conflict between the colonial government and the Kingdom was coming to an 

apex, signaled a time of absolutely necessary political spiritual action. The strikes were a 

response to a kabaka not doing a job deemed adequate by his subjects, and were 

indicative of the bankruptcy of masculine, finite power without the inclusion of a 

traditionally feminine spiritual power.  Edward Steinhart substantiates this, arguing 

that spiritual revival in the African Great Lakes “may be a recurrent theme in the 

political and religious history of this region, reflecting a waning of patriarchal and 

monarchical political authority and the resurgence of feminine and religious 

competitors for political allegiance.”54 Bemba has been tasked with restoring the 

                                                   
52 Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, January 14, 2019. 
53Gardner Thompson, “Colonialism in Crisis: The Uganda Disturbances of 1945,” African Affairs 91, no. 
365 (1992): 605–24. 
54 Edward Steinhart, “The Resurrection of the Spirits: Archaeology, Oral History, and the Bacwezi at 
Munsa,” The Uganda Journal 48, no. 48 (2002): 74. 
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Kingdom time and time again through the work of Nalubega because s/he is something 

far beyond human and because the historical moment necessitates power that does not 

seek to appeal to anything but the maintenance of the Buganda Kingdom. Bemba’s role 

as a figure beyond classification makes him/her capable of necessary balance and 

mediation between oppositional material and spiritual forces.  

The gap between Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota’s understanding of  

her life and work and the stories that have been told regarding the Buganda Kingdom 

and Uganda in the second half of the 20th century demonstrate the disregarded and 

deliberate forgetting of the role of mediumship and spiritual action in the forward 

motion of the Kingdom. Opening up this history requires a deeper analysis of who and 

what drove cultural and political change, and understanding that history requires a 

more complete reflection on what mediumship has been and continues to be. The 

mediums I spoke with interpret recent history as undeniably a product of the work of 

misambwa and mizimu, but these stories are absent from the work of scholars.  

According to my interviews, misambwa situated themselves at the center of conflict, 

with mediums acting as their access to the visible world. Just as the history of Lubigi has 

been largely ignored, the history of mediumship has been pushed to the margins in 

order to tell a more centralized, rational narrative of the state. Multiple spheres of power 

existed in the Buganda and other African socities in the past, and continue to exist in the 

21th century. While Lubigi is not explicit in much of the story that  follows, it is implicit 

in all of it. Bemba Musota is inextricably connected to Lubigi, and through that so is 

Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota’s power. Land based mediumship and 

healing are central to Nalubega’s ritual and practice.  Nalubega’s telling of her 
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involvement of the Bush War shifts the history away from the military and the state, and 

towards the work of mediums in a time of crisis.  

Mediums and misambwa often occupy spaces of moral ambiguity. They hold the 

ability to communicate and bring good fortune and the ability to create chaos. The moral 

ambiguity is a testament to their immense power and the singularity of their mission. 

This power is vested in misambwa and in landscapes, and this power, according to 

mediums I spoke with, has the ability to heal or divide entire Kingdoms. The history and 

importance of mediumship on and around Nalubaale is deeply intertwined with Bemba 

Musota and ttimba, but also provides clarity as to Bemba’s role in material implications 

of the spiritual world. Neil Kodesh, David Schoenbrun, and Peter Hoesing provide a 

valuable analysis of the work of mediums and healers in the African Great Lakes region 

and on Nalubaale.  

The primary goal of mediums and healers has always been deeply practical. 

Healing was not always the work of mending an individual illness (although sometimes 

it manifested as such), but rather to heal the body politic.55 Threats to the continuation 

of the kinship group were at the forefront of medium/healers work. A person cannot be 

an ancestor without descendants, and intrinsic in being an ancestor is having 

descendants who remember one’s existence.56 Without these descendants, one runs the 

risk of becoming kizimu (a spirit who afflicted the living because it had no one to 

remember it)  in the afterlife. In the physical world, heirlessness could lead to a crisis in 

                                                   
55Steven Feierman, “Colonizers, Scholars, and the Creation of Invisible Histories,” in Beyond the Cultural 
Turn: New Directions in the Study of Society and Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 
182–216. 
56 Steven Feierman, “Reciprocity and Assistance in Precolonial Africa,” in Philanthropy in the World’s 
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property inheritance.57 Any threats to fertility, whether it be in an individual woman or 

community-wide through disease, war, or famine, were the primary barriers to the 

creation of descendants. In this, the role and  concern of mediums was not to express 

their beliefs about the world or the spirits but rather “reorienting their situation in the 

world for practical ends - to cure the sick and bring an end to famine and epidemic 

diseases.”58   

Because threats to the continuation of the kinship group could be rooted in 

political actions, mediums often became political actors. In this, they sat outside of 

normative political structures. Steven Feierman argues in “Reciprocity and Assistance in 

Precolonial Africa" that mediums:  

Held their authority in many cases, in a sphere separate and 

quite different from the authority of lineage elders or chiefs. The 

presences of an authority which derived from the ability to hear the 

words, or see the image, of an influential spirit, left open an 

important social space. In these spaces, shrine priests and spirit 

mediums might undertake to aid the weak, criticize holders of 

power, preserve the fertility of the land and its people, heal the sick, 

and give sanctuary to slaves.59  

This social space materialized in the history of Lubigi. The divine power of the 

place and those that resided in it allowed Nalubega to mediate issues of the state from 

                                                   
57 Schoenbrun, A Green Place, A Good Place: Agrarian Change, and Social Identity in the Great Lakes 
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59 Feierman, “Reciprocity and Assistance in Precolonial Africa,” 13. 
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outside the domain of the Kabaka and president. This separate sphere is evident in 

Nalubega’s story of the Bush War.  

The scope of the work of mediums spanned beyond the concerns of power 

brokers. Even in the moment of colonization, Feierman argues, it was not the issue of 

political sovereignty but rather the threat that colonial action posed to survival and 

reproduction that informed the work of spirit mediums.60 This work meant that the 

political became personal, and the individual became collective. A crisis of fertility in 

one family or one clan posed an existential threat to an entire kinship group or kingdom.  

Although mediums were not always women, there is an long history linking 

women, fertility work, and python-centered spirituality. Women very often were 

mediums of python misambwa or guardians of python shrines. David Schoenbrun 

observes the “association between snakes and powerful women.” This association exists 

through ancestral ghosts and pythons connection through fertility and motherhood.61 

The marginality of womanhood and motherhood, coupled with the supposed 

womanness of water, of mediumship, and fertility, puts pythons and water both at the 

center and at the edges of spiritual practice, particularly at times of great spiritual 

change through the 20th and 21st century. 

  Holly Hanson argues that the structure of the capital of Buganda is reflective of 

the limits of the king's power.62 Mediums often existed in a separate sphere of power of 

than that of the kabaka. During the colonial period, their physical distance from the 

                                                   
60 Steven Feierman, “Healing as Social Criticism in the Time of Colonial Conquest,” African Studies 54, 
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center was also representative of their social marginality. This marginality was often 

advantageous, as they operated in a separate sphere of power beyond the king.63 In this 

capacity, mediums held the ultimate form of alternative (or parallel) authority in the 

Kingdom.64 This is exemplified by a political struggle between Kabaka Mwanga and 

Mukasa during the late 19th century. In order to move power back towards the central 

authority, the Kabaka reordered the physical structure of the capital.65 These two 

spheres of power, spiritual and kingly, did not have to work in opposition to one and 

other. But,  if there were moments when mediums deemed the work of the kabaka to be 

in conflict with the maintenance of the kingdom, their work might act in conflict with 

the will or interest of the kabaka. 

Mediums are often called to their work through visions and dreams. Ssematimba 

Frank, a drummer, medium, and healer who is a member of the mmamba clan, spoke to 

me about the ways in which mediums are divinely endowed. He said:  “often times 

mediums will first get a ‘disease of the head’ and then they will come to mediumship 

work.”66 The association between psychological ill and mediumship and healing might 

indicate that this position often comes as a burden. Nakayima, a medium and singer 

shared that often healers and mediums are first called through dreams.67 Both of these 

explanations of how one comes to mediumship are not through choice by those who are 

already mediums, biological kinship, or personal choice. Mediumship is bestowed upon 
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someone by divine force, and this divine force might necessitate the chosen towards the 

physical or conceptual edges of society. This is exactly the case with Nalubega Bemba 

Musota.  

Nalubega explains that she was called to mediumship multiple times in her life. 

From her youth she had a deep connection with pythons and spirits. In 1953 she began 

to “fight for her country” when the Kabaka was exiled by British Colonial governor Sir 

Andrew Cohen. When Nalubega speaks of war, she is speaking of a war not with guns, 

but with spirits. She fought for  her country again in 1966 when then president, Milton 

Obote, drove Kabaka Mutesa II into exile. In 1967 Nalubega was called outside of her 

home by Bemba. The sky became dark and Katonda spoke to her, telling her that it was 

her job to reunify Buganda and Uganda. She asked Katonda if she would die in this 

quest and he said to her “I will give you security until the end of the war and the 

kingdom is restored.” Then, from the sky fell her jjembe, a palm frond figure of a woman 

holding a baby. This figure, as interpreted by her, is a depiction of the Virgin Mary and 

Jesus. This interpretation is an example of the ways in which mediumship has 

transformed and blended dini with traditional Ganda spiritual practice.68  

Nalubega was called to mediumship again before the Bush War. In the central 

narrative of the Bush War, political and military actors sit at the forefront. In Nalubega’s 

narrative of the Bush War, it was her spiritual work that ends the war and reunified 

Uganda. In the popular telling of the Bush War The Uganda People’s Congress (UPC) 

did not have the support of the Central Region of Uganda, and members of the National 

                                                   
68 Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, April 19, 2018, Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana 
Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, 
Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, January 14, 2019. 
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Resistance Movement (NRM) believed the election of 1980, which put former President 

Milton Obote back into power was rigged.69 NRM members, led by Yoweri Museveni, 

took to the Bush to fight then president Milton Obote’s regime.70 It is important to note 

that during Obote’s first regime in the 1960s, he removed all power from the rulers of 

indigenous Kingdoms in Uganda. From the perspective of those in power, the political 

parties, military groups, and academics tasked with documenting the events of the Bush 

War, it began on February 6, 1981 with an attack on the Kabamba School of Infantry by 

the NRM.71 The war escalated in violence through the 1980s, particularly in the Luwero 

Triangle.72 For those same actors, the war ended in January of 1986, when after peace  

talk in Nairobi the NRM and Yoweri Museveni took Kampala and ushered in a new era 

in both Buganda and Uganda history.73   

For Nalubega, the Bush War began and ended in different places, with different 

actors. During our time together, she made it extremely clear to me that the spiritual 

work she did during the Bush War, with the help of Bemba Musota and the powers of 

Lubigi, were what reunified Uganda. Her telling of the war begins in 1983, when 

Katonda (God) directed her out of the Bush and to the Kasubi tombs because that was 

her connection point to spirits. Bemba told Nalubega that Obote was winning the war 

and she had to do something about it. In her words “I started the war only using spirits 

who moved through all of Uganda spreading the word. I could talk with the spirits and 
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that is how I taught people. I could kneel down and the spirits would tell me how to fight 

and when I would win a war.”74 

Lubigi was a central location of her spiritual warfare. She would return to Lubigi 

to “pick money” and “perform rituals.” Lubigi was the spiritual center of her fight during 

the Bush War. She said that she walked across the country with Bemba, looking for all 

the misambwa and mizimu to tell them about the mission to fight and win the war. 

During a moment of kubandwa, Bemba directed Nalubega to light a ritual fire in order 

to win the war. During this same time, Nalubega said her father pleaded with the Bemba 

asking “If I light the fire will you let my daughter free so that she doesn’t have to suffer 

like now?” Bemba ordered Nalubega to only use one matchstick to light the fire and if  

they failed to light it, they should not use another matchstick. If the fire was lit,  then 

they had won the war.75 

She was not specific about the details of this fire, but let me know it occurred 

under a tree, in a powerful place, where “all the ancestors are buried.” It is possible that 

the tree and the hill that Nalubega spoke of was Mubende Hill located in central 

Uganda. In other parts of our conversation Nalubega mentions traveling to the hill, and 

noted that during the Bush War Bemba performed kusamira (a cultural enactment and 

spiritual ritual)76 in Buwekula “to restore the Kingdom”, which is in the Mubende 
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district where the hill is located.  Mubende Hill has a long history of interethnic spiritual 

practice and importance.77  

Located on the border of the Buganda and Bunyoro Kingdoms, the hill was the 

center of the Kitara Empire, a pre-15th century empire that encompassed much of 

central Uganda. A woman guardian named Nyakahima presides over the hill.78 On top 

of the hill is a large tree called Ndahura, of the species Pterygota mildbraeedi. There are 

stories of the Tanzanian Army reaching Mubende Hill and the Ndahura tree during the 

Bush War, and a large fog surrounding the army. Until the Army provided the 

appropriate sacrifices, they were not allowed to continue.79 Mubende Hill would have 

made an appropriate place for a ritual fire, as it represents a level of spiritual unity that 

is relatively unprecedented in other parts of Buganda.  

The 20th century saw a change in Ndahura’s ritual meaning. The Nyakahima 

figure became associated with the Virgin Mary in this time.80  Ndahura’s transformation 

into a site associated with the Virgin Mary is further evidence that might suggest 

Nalubega’s ritual fire occurred under the tree. Nalubega’s jjembe depicts the Virgin 

Mary and baby jesus made out of palm fronds. This meshing of Christianity and 

indigenous spirituality was present in much of my conversations with Nalubega, and it 

would be logical that she might perform a crucial ritual in a location where that same 

kind of blending occurs.  
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Bemba told Nalubega that when the war was won and Museveni was still alive, he 

should come back to light the fire and in that moment the Kabaka would ascend to the 

throne, but that they had to work together. At the end of the War, when Nalubega 

returned to Lubigi, Bemba said to her “have you seen how I have kept you safe?” 

 Nalubega’s telling of her involvement in the Bush War situates her in a longer 

history of land-centered, misambwa centered mediumship. The story of Bemba and 

Kintu, and the story of Nalubega’s work, highlight the ways in which land, spirituality, 

and power on the margins shape a history outside of history. From the tops of 

Kampala’s hills, the Kabaka, colonizers, and historians, tell a story of men and kings 

whose power is distinctly human. From the watery lowlands of Lubigi, a different sphere 

of power, and with it a different history, emerges. Nalubega’s work, to her and to other 

contemporary mediums, shaped the second half of the 20th century and continues to 

determine the trajectory of the Kingdom.  
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Chapter Four

 

There is Suffering in the Kingdom 

Between the history of mediums and the history of colonizers and kings lies a 

significant forgetting. It is not a coincidence that the story of Lubigi and the story of 

Nalubega’s life have remained almost entirely without documentation.1 The 20th 

century saw a tremendous shift in notion of power and place in the Buganda Kingdom, 

and the complex nature of spiritual practice in Lubigi did not fall in line with attempts to 

erase spiritual leaders from the Kingdom. In mediumship was resistance; to the colonial 

state, to transformation of land, to a shifting social order that devalued misambwa and 

mizimu. Between the history of mediums and the history of colonizers and kings now 

lies the Northern Bypass, the National Environmental Management Authority, and 

increasing land shortages in a rapidly growing Kampala. Land and misambwa and 

mediums have always been connected, and continue to be connected in the 

contemporary moment. The intellectual and political work of the 20th century created a 

legacy that situated development and cultivation above the ritual and social significance 

of place centered mediumship. A series of historic and contemporary events pushed 

Nalubega away from Lubigi, dislodged the medium and the musambwa from the land 

that was, and is, so crucial to their practice. These events did not occur in isolation, and 

are not unique to Lubigi and Nalubega. In the minds of mediums, they have far reaching 

spiritual and material consequences for the Ugandan State and the Buganda Kingdom.  

                                                   
1 There was one article written in the New Vision, a Ugandan State newspaper written about Nalubega in 
2002: “Born with a Snake,” Www.Newvision.Co.Ug, accessed October 7, 2018, 
http://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1274589/born-snake. 
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Colonization of the Buganda Kingdom at the beginning of the 20th century 

transformed the action of mediumship . Through misambwa, other-than-human-

beings, both living and nonliving became powerful political actors and organizers.2 

Misambwa expressed their displeasure at the British reorganization of land ownership 

by moving colonial mile markers in the early 20th century.3 The reorganization of land 

did not mean that misambwa became disconnected from land, but rather that the power 

and potency of their work waned.4 Nakayima informed me that people began to doubt 

communication with the spirits when dini (religion) came. Before dini people knew not 

to build on hills or in swamps because that is where misambwa lived. People started 

building in the swamps when they forgot about the spirits, and that is when extreme 

weather began. In the past people knew to ask permission before building in a swamp, 

but now they have forgotten.5  

Iris Berger analyzes gender and mediumship in precolonial Uganda  in “Fertility 

as Power: Priestesses and the Precolonial State in Interlacustrine East Africa.” 

According to Berger, kubandwa and mediumship could enhance the social status of 

women in precolonial Buganda, and “knitted together royal power and women’s local 

ceremonial authority in complex, ambiguous ways.”6 These complex notions of power 

and authority were antithetical to the interests of a colonial regime seeking to simplify 

and consolidate rule and power. Additionally, Berger notes that “while possessed, 

                                                   
2Jonathon Earle, “Political Activism and Other Life Forms in Colonial Buganda,” History in Africa 45 
(2018): 375–95. 
3 Hanson, Landed Obligation: The Practice of Power in Buganda, 72. 
4 Interviews conducted in January of 2019.  
5 Nakayima (singer and spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated Robert Yiga and Angela 
Nayiga, Kalerwe, Kampala, Uganda, January 16, 2019. 
6 Iris Berger, “Fertility as Power: Spirit Mediums, Priestesses and the Precolonial State in Interlacustrine 
East Africa,” in Revealing Prophets: Prophecy in Eastern African History, ed. David Anderson and 
Douglas Johnson (London: James Currey Ltd, 1995), 66. 
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women often dressed in men’s clothes and experienced the freedom of action normally 

considered a male prerogative.”7 This disruption of singular expressions of gender and 

power were not in line with dini and the British colonial social project in Uganda.  

The European notion that the natural world was somehow separate from the 

world in which human’s operated further dislodged spirits from territory.8 The 

Witchcraft Prevention Ordinance of 1918 and the Witchcraft Prevention Law of 1936 

implemented by the Lukiko (the Buganda Parliament) further marginalized spiritual 

practitioners.9 In this law, “possession of any material object which was an instrument 

of African medicine could be taken as evidence of witchcraft.”10  Deceased bassekabaka 

expressed concerns about the nation through mediums residing by their graves who 

embodied their spirits. 11  What might happen to the spirit of a kabaka if he can no 

longer access the land which was once his? Cecilia Pennacini observes that “after 

independence Kubandwa activities that during the colonial period were heavily 

restricted in Uganda, progressively reappeared (even if in forms somehow different 

from the traditional ones); and especially after the restoration of the traditional 

kingdoms in 1993, mediums began to recover their strength and dignity.”12 While this 

may be true to some extent, land centered mediumship practices continue to suffer in 

the Buganda Kingdom. 

                                                   
7Berger, “Fertility as Power: Spirit Mediums, Priestesses and the Precolonial State in Interlacustrine East 
Africa,” 68, 69.  
8 Earle, “Political Activism and Other Life Forms in Colonial Buganda,”376. 
9 Earle, “Political Activism and Other Life Forms in Colonial Buganda,”384. 
10 Steven Feierman, “Healing as Social Criticism in the Time of Colonial Conquest,” African Studies 54, 
no. 195 (1995): 73–88. 
11 Hanson, Landed Obligation: The Practice of Power in Buganda, 141.  
12 Cecilia Pennacini, “Religious Mobility and Body Language in Kubandwa Possession Cults,” Journal of 
Eastern African Studies 3, no. 2 (July 2009): 338. 
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 In my conversation with Nakayima, she spoke about jjembe (totems from which 

mediums often draw their power), and how it is has become more and more rare to find 

them in her lifetime. Political and societal transformation has changed and reshaped 

mediumship practices in Buganda, but they still exist in varied and continuously shifting 

forms. Mediums I spoke with were clear in their conviction that musambwa like Bemba 

are connected to specific pieces of land, and without that land their power is 

compromised. Cecilia Pennacini writes in “Spirits of places, Sacred natural sites in 

contemporary Buganda,” that organizations like UNESCO have imported a materialist 

idea of heritage. This views cultural heritage as monuments and buildings of 

outstanding universal value from “historical, aesthetic and anthropological point of 

view,” and natural heritage as places with “remarkable aesthetic and scientific value, 

which constitutes the habitat of endangered animal or plant species.”13 This logic of 

heritage leaves places like Lubigi, where misambwa and mediums exist and reside, 

vulnerable to the work of development and collective forgetting. 

This forgetting occured by way of forced eviction for Nalubega. Sekyoka Nalubega 

Muzana Bemba Musota was violently evicted from Lubigi in 2009. In her words she was 

“chased away from Lubigi as the government said it was a wetland and I was beaten 

severely, my legs broken, ear shattered, claiming that we were destroying the 

environment,”14 when she was evicted.  She said Bemba the snake was chased away from 

Lubigi, that since then the snake has been disorganized and his/her palace is gone. Her 

words over and over were “the snake is suffering.” Now that she is not in Lubigi she says 

                                                   
13Pennacini, “Spirits of Places. Sacred Natural Sites in Contemporary Buganda,” 15.  
14Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, April 19, 2018. 
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the spirits are disturbing her in different parts of her body. During our meeting in 

January of 2019, she was possessed by Bemba and shrieked in pain, speaking of the 

suffering Bemba endures away from his/her home. She said leaders have forgotten 

about the importance of the spirits. She asked “Was this war only for those with guns 

and not for those with spirits?” At the end of the interview when asked who should be in 

charge of Lubigi she said “Bemba Musota is the owner of that palace and that is where 

the pillars of the earth are standing.”15  

Neglecting the sphere of power that encompasses spirit mediumship has multiple 

consequences in the Buganda Kingdom. Nalubega stated that “The Kabaka should pour 

two jericans of milk and Museveni two jericans of honey and that will bring peace back 

to the country.” She noted if that wasn’t done, the country would destabilize. “The 

country will get evil and horrible acts, which is what we are seeing now.” This idea that 

Nalubega and Bemba’s separation from Lubigi is the source of significant societal ills 

was substantiated by Jjumba Ssebakobana and Nakayima. Jjumba stated that there 

were ancestors that occupied Lubigi even before the spirits led Nalubega to Lubigi. He 

stated “I know Lubigi has roads and other infrastructure but I am begging the 

government and this generation, for the sake of the people and their welfare, to let them 

demarcate a portion of Lubigi for ritual so that we can also help the country. Many 

people get diseases, especially people from the mmamba clan, because of what is 

occuring in Lubigi today.”16 Over and over mediums explained to me that the flooding of 

                                                   
15 Sekyoka Nalubega Muzana Bemba Musota (spirit medium), interviewed by Adele Stock, translated 
Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Bwaise III, Kampala, Uganda, January 14, 2019. 
 
16 Jjumba Lubowa Aligawesa Ssebakobana (spirit medium and priest), interviewed by Adele Stock, 
translated Robert Yiga and Angela Nayiga, Mukono District, January 9, 2019.  
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the River Mayanja that occured in May of 201617 and November of 2018,18 and the 

violent trend of femicide in Entebbe,19 occurred because Bemba is no longer allowed to 

exist in Lubigi.  

 A repeated theme in the conversations I had with Nalubega was her deeply 

committing herself to the wellbeing of the Buganda Kingdom and her being ignored by 

the men in positions in power. She spoke often of how she put her life on the line for the 

Kingdom, and received no acknowledgement or recognition from the Buganda Kingdom 

or the Ugandan State. To her, the sphere of power she operates in is as critical to the 

Kingdom and the State. Her eviction from Lubigi represents not just a disrespect to her, 

but to Bemba and her work and to heal the Kingdom.  

 

••••• 

 

In Nalubega’s eviction, and the spiritual consequences of it, comes the issue of 

contemporary and historical spiritual territoriality. If Nalubega’s story is indicative of 

anything, it is the ways in which mediums and misambwa have always been connected 

to land. David Schonbrun argues that in the language of Pre-Ganda, the polysemous 

terms òmùsambwa and èmmandwa represent the conceptual blends SPIRITS ARE 

                                                   
17 “River Mayanja Washes Away Bridge,” Www.Newvision.Co.Ug, accessed April 15, 2019, 
http://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1424016/river-mayanja-washes-away-bridge. 
18 Paul Kayonga, “River Mayanja Bursts Its Banks, Floods Maroon Hundreds of Residents (VIDEO),” Nile 
Post (blog), November 19, 2018, https://nilepost.co.ug/2018/11/19/river-mayanja-bursts-its-banks-
floods-maroon-hundreds-of-residents-video/. 
19 “23 Women Have Been Murdered in These Ugandan Towns since May. Police Blame Witchcraft.,” 
Public Radio International, accessed April 15, 2019, https://www.pri.org/stories/2017-11-08/23-women-
have-been-murdered-ugandan-town-may-police-blame-witchcraft. 
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PYTHONS and MEDIUMS ARE PYTHONS.20 With the logic of these historical 

linguistics, the power of mediums has always been vested in the pythons with whom 

they are associated.  If a musambwa is removed from the land where its power resides, 

and if that musambwa is a ttimba, the medium associated with it also experiences that 

loss of power. The kind of pain and suffering experienced by both Nalubega and Bemba 

at their eviction from Lubigi, and they kind of chaos created in the wake of their 

eviction, is ample evidence to point towards the territoriality of mediumship and 

healing.  

The eviction of Nalubega also has far more direct and tangible implications. In 

the period before 2009, as I have shown in chapters one and two, settlement in Lubigi 

was limited. Activity in the wetland was centered around mediumship and python 

worship.21 While the construction of the Northern Bypass opened up the landscape for 

settlement, Nalubega’s eviction removed a source of knowledge about the importance of 

conservation and protection of Lubigi. Her eviction represents the culmination of over 

100 years of intentional and unintentional forgetting and marginalizing of a crucial 

spiritual, political, and ecological power.  

The power that resided in Lubigi mirrored the landscape in which it existed, 

hidden and marginalized, but an absolutely necessary part of a functioning whole.  

Power cannot be separated from place. Water is the source of all life in the kingdom, 

with a shape that is hard to contain or define, its connection to women and alternative 

power has been easy to overlook. Yet, they are connected. The physical geography of 

                                                   
20Schoenbrun, “Pythons Worked: Constellating Communities of Practice with Conceptual Metaphor in 
Northern Lake Victoria, ca. A.D. 800 to 1200,” 237.  
21 An article in the New Vision in 2006 reported that the Uganda Wildlife Authority relocated a python 
that was being worshiped in Lubigi. See: “UWA Saves Lubigi Python,” www.newvision.co.ug, accessed 
February 13, 2019, http://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1154439/uwa-saves-lubigi-python. 
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Lubigi and its links to the Nalubaale hydrologic system, and the ways in which spiritual 

power exists on the Lake’s shores and the rivers that flow into Lubigi are kin to one and 

other. There is still much that is not known about Lubigi’s history, gaps in knowledge 

about who and what resided there for much of the 20th century, and how it fits into a 

larger history of bassekabaka and clans. Despite this, the power that has manifested in 

Lubigi cannot ignored, and represents a small piece of a rich tradition of place-based 

healing that has driven the history of the Buganda Kingdom.  
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